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Welcome Dear SIG Summit Delegates,

Welcome to Sourcing Interests Group’s Global 

Sourcing Summit.  As SIG celebrates our 20th 

year as the preeminent group for sourcing and 

outsourcing executives we welcome you to 

Amelia Island.   We have an amazing agenda 

prepared for you. Built into the agenda you 

will find significant opportunities to learn 

from your peers, while also providing time to 

network and check in with your office. As true 

business leaders, this Summit is designed to 

stimulate your thoughts, engage your minds and excite you about the future. 

We are glad you are with us for this most-special Summit, one where we are 

celebrating a milestone anniversary. SIG turns 20 years young this year — 

we are excited to give you a quick background on SIG’s remarkable journey 

through the years.  

“Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. 

Anyone who keeps learning stays young. The greatest thing in life  

is to keep your mind young.” 
- Henry Ford 

SIG may have the history and legacy of being an “older” membership 

organization having been around for 20 years, but I see SIG as a young 

constantly-innovating organization.  Our entrepreneurial spirit as a 20-year-

old start-up, is what drives the many enhancements, new services and great 

networking events and opportunities we provide our amazing members.

I hope as you read through the agenda and take time to circle the sessions 

you wish to attend, you think about the above quote. Try a session that is out 

of your comfort zone or industry. Attend a workshop on a topic you think 

you already know. Ask questions in the breakout sessions or share a story to 

make the session more rich for other delegates.  Plan to take advantage of 

every moment in Amelia Island.  I challenge you to make a goal of leaving 

the Summit with at least 10 new contacts that you can learn from or share 

information with. If you stay present and use structured breaks for checking 

email and the Summit gathering times to build your professional network 

and relationships, you will maximize what you get out of the Summit. 

I wish you a most enjoyable, exciting and informative few days with us.  I know you 

will gain valuable insights from interacting with your peers during the sessions, and 

will leave looking forward to seeing how SIG evolves over the next 20 years! 

Welcome to Beautiful Amelia Island!

Dawn Tiura Evans

CEO and President, Sourcing Interests Group
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Steve Forbes runs the 
nation’s foremost 
business magazine 
as the Chairman of 
Forbes Media and 
Editor-in-Chief of 
Forbes Magazine. The 
company’s flagship 
publication, Forbes, is 
the nation’s leading 
business magazine, 
with a circulation of 

more than 900,000. Under Mr. Forbes’ leadership, the 
company has launched a variety of new publications and 
businesses, including: ForbesLife, the dedicated luxury 
lifestyle and culture magazine; ForbesWoman, providing 
Forbes’ community of executive women with luxury 
lifestyle content that they value and respect, in print and 
online; Forbes Asia; and Forbes licensee editions published 
in China, Croatia, India, Indonesia, Israel, Korea, Poland, 
Romania, Russia and Turkey. The company also publishes a 
number of investment newsletters. Mr. Forbes writes 
editorials for each issue of Forbes under the heading of 
“Fact and Comment.” A widely respected economic 
prognosticator, he is the only writer to have won the highly 
prestigious Crystal Owl Award four times. 

In both 1996 and 2000, Mr. Forbes campaigned vigorously 
for the Republican nomination for the Presidency. Key to 
his platform were a flat tax, medical savings accounts, 
a new Social Security system for working Americans, 
parental choice of schools for their children, term limits 
and a strong national defense. Mr. Forbes continues to 
energetically promote this agenda.

Mr. Forbes is the author of: How Capitalism Will Save Us: 
Why Free People and Free Markets Are the Best Answer 
in Today’s Economy, co-authored by Elizabeth Ames; and 
Power Ambition Glory: The Stunning Parallels between 
Great Leaders of the Ancient World and Today . . . and the 
Lessons You Can Learn, co-authored by John Prevas. He 
also wrote: Flat Tax Revolution: Using a Postcard to Abol-
ish the IRS; and A New Birth of Freedom, a book of bold 
ideas for the new millennium.

 As part of Shell’s 
Office of the CIO, 
Gregg is responsible 
for leading, defining 
and implementing 
the Shell IT sourcing 
strategy. In this 
capacity Gregg has 
responsibility for 
ensuring that current 
strategies are 
implemented across 

the Shell IT portfolio and for working with the Shell IT 
leadership to refine and implement sourcing strategies to 
support evolving business needs

Prior to joining Shell, Gregg worked with IBM for 16 
years in sales roles including a position as a global 
client manager for a major oil and gas company where 
he had worldwide responsibilities for managing the 
global account team and advancing the business – client 
relationship. Gregg also worked with BMC Software where 
he served as Director of Global Alliances. In this capacity 
Gregg was responsible for developing alliance relation-
ships worldwide with leading systems integration firms to 
enable total solution delivery capabilities for BMC systems 
management technologies.

Gregg lives in Houston with his wife Nancy and their five 
children. Gregg has a BS in Electrical Engineering from The 
University of Texas.

Rob brings 15 years 
of experience in 
enterprise software to 
his position as CEO at 
Coupa. Prior to 
joining Coupa, Rob 
spent four years with 
SuccessFactors, the 
global leader in 
Performance and 
Talent Management 
delivered via the 

software-as-a-service model. As a member of the 
SuccessFactors executive management team he served as 
their global vice president of product marketing and 
management.

Rob has also directed product management at Siebel Sys-
tems, where he contributed to building their Employee Re-
lationship Management suite of applications into Siebel’s 
fastest-growing product two years after launch. Before 
that, Rob was an associate at McKinsey & Company and a 
global project manager at Accenture where he managed 
numerous successful global SAP enterprise resource plan-
ning (ERP) software implementations.

Rob holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Information 
Systems from the State University of New York at Albany 
and an MBA from Harvard Business School.

Keynote Speaker

Steve Forbes, Chairman, Forbes Media and 
Editor-in-Chief, Forbes Magazine

Featured Speakers

Rob Bernshteyn, Chief Executive Officer, 
Coupa Software

Gregg Parsley, Office of the  
CIO, Shell
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Leadership Speaker 

Wed. 
March 16
8:00 - 9:00 am

 Navigating the Current 
Economy for Business Growth 
and Success

Steve Forbes, President 
Chairman, Forbes Media and Editor-

in-Chief, Forbes Magazine

As Chairman leading Forbes Media, Steve Forbes offers real world busi-
ness advice and as the Editor-in-Chief of the nation’s foremost business 
magazine, he has his fingers on the pulse of every economic issue being 
talked about today. Based on his experience as widely respected economic 
prognosticator, Mr. Forbes addresses the current economic situation and 
provides insights and strategic advice for business growth and success dur-
ing these difficult times.

Featured Session

Wed. 
March 16
9:00 - 10:00 am

 Joint Supplier Innovation

Gregg Parsley,   
Office of the CIO, Shell

As the global economy made a turn for 
the worse, Shell expanded its approach to 
joint supplier innovation to help weather 
the economic storm. Gregg will showcase 

how Shell is working with customers and partners in “Driving Innova-
tion Together,” a strategy Shell has employed to position itself as an 
innovative energy company working collaboratively to drive value and 
create better energy solutions. 

Featured Session

Wed. 
March 16
12:10 – 1:00 pm

 Panel Discussion on Sourcing, 
Outsourcing, Offshoring and 
Nearshoring

Jason Busch, Executive Editor, 
SpendMatters

Kirk Laughlin, Founder/Editorial 
Director, Nearshore Americas

Jamie Liddell, Editor, Outsource Magazine

Their blog entries and magazine articles keep us abreast of the latest news, 
mergers, innovations and issues. Imagine having them all in one place! This 
panel discussion with some of the leading names in the industry will ad-
dress some of the most provocative questions in this space. In a moderated 
conversation, we’ll get their thoughts on what is happening and is likely to 
happen in sourcing, outsourcing, offshoring and nearshoring.

Featured Session

Thurs. 
March 17
8:00 - 9:00 am

 Procurement Nation: How 
Procurement has Become the 
Backbone of our Savings 
Conscious Culture

Rob Bernshteyn, Chief Executive 
Officer, Coupa Software 

From your lunchtime burger to the goods and services offered at your 
local retailer, procurement’s impact on our personal and professional lives 
is significant. It is the foundation that determines everything from how 
something is built, delivered, serviced, and ultimately, how much we pay at 
the time of purchase. And in today’s savings conscious culture, pretty much 
everything comes down to cost.

Procurement’s time is now. 

After being largely confined to backroom operations for the last decade, pro-
curement has finally arrived. Long gone are the days of anything goes spending 
to gain market share and overtake the competition. Today, success is defined by 
the way organizations control costs and manage spend to deliver value to their 
end users, drive company growth and bottom-line profitability.

Executive Roundtables

                                       Executive Roundtable Report-
Out – Challenges, Strategies, 
Insights and Innovation

We’re kicking off the week with concurrent 
Executive Roundtables for execs in Procurement/
Sourcing, IT, Outsourcing and F&A, and will be 
sharing the results of them after the final Summit 
lunch. The different groups of executives are 

spending 3+ hours together on Tuesday, March 15th discussing macro changes 
in the global economy, innovation, the impact of social media, and cultural 
differences in global business. At the end of the individual sessions, we’ll bring 
all the groups together and discuss the issues that are top-of-mind for each 
functional area and brainstorm on ways they can overcome them. This is a not-
to-be-missed session!

Thurs. 
March 17
12:10 – 1:00 pm

Featured Session Abstracts
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Media Sponsors

Corporate Sponsors

coupa
smarter spending      simplif ied

CANON GROUP

Sponsors
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Aetna

Allstate Insurance

American Express

Ascension Health

BB&T

CA Technologies

Carbon Disclosure Project

Citi

CNA Insurance Companies

Forbes Media

Fiserv

George Mason University

Georgia-Pacific

Google

Graham Packaging

HfS Research

Integra Life Sciences

Johnson & Johnson

Kellwood

KeyBank

Kraft

MassMutual Financial Group

Microsoft

Morgan Stanley

Nearshore Americas

NetApp

Nuance Communications

Outsource Magazine 

Pfizer

PNC Financial Services Group

Progress Software 

Reed Elsevier

Regions Financial

Saleforce.com

Shell

Spend Matters

Synapse Group

University of Tennessee 

USAA

Vodafone 

Wells Fargo & Company

Featured Senior Speakers from the Following Companies:
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Join us for the 
SIG Global Leadership Summit in Seattle

O c t o b e r  1 8 - 2 0 ,  2 0 1 1
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Time Agenda

8:00 am
Registration Open 
Talbot Foyer

8:00 - 11:15 am
SIG Advisory Board 
Meeting
Director’s Room

11:30 am - 12:00 pm
Lunch Inside the Workshop Rooms 
11:30 - 12:00 pm

Executive Lunch
Talbot E
11:30 am - 1:00 pm

12:00 - 1:30
Workshops

1:00 - 4:00 pm
Concurrent 

Roundtables

WS1
Greening The Supply 
Chain: Businesses 
Unlock Hidden Value
 Carbon Disclosure Project 
A.T. Kearney

Plaza Ballroom I  

WS2
Real Estate and Facilities 
Management (RE/FM) 
Workshop - Opportunities, Best 
Practices and Case Studies
UMS Advisory

Plaza Ballroom II

EXECUTIVE RoUndTablEs (RT):

CPO Roundtable
Talbot A

CPO Roundtable
Talbot F

CIO Roundtable
Talbot C

BPO Roundtable
Talbot H

1:00 - 4:00 pm

           1:30 -  1:45 pm Break 

 1:45 - 3:15 pm  
Workshops

WS3
Sourcing and Outsourcing 
Document Services in the 
Digital Era 
Océ Business Services

Plaza Ballroom I  

WS4
Egypt, Volcanic Ash and 
Beyond: Assessing The 
Supply Chain Impact of 
the Next Global Crisis 
For Your Stakeholders
The Smart Cube, Inc.

Plaza Ballroom II

           1:30 -  1:45 pm Break 

3:30 - 5:00 pm
Workshops

4:00 - 6:00 pm
Combined Roundtable

WS5
Driving Operating Margin 
Improvements Through 
Sourcing and Enterprise-
Level Value Engineering
PRTM Management 
Consultants

Plaza Ballroom I  

WS6
Strategic Cost 
Management: The 
Survivors’ Playbook for 
Savings 
PNC / ONTALA 

Plaza Ballroom II

Break

Combined Roundtable

Executive Roundtable
4:00 - 6:00 pm

5:00 - 7:00 pm Break 6:00 -7:00 pm Break

7:00 - 10:00 pm
Cocktail Welcome Reception All Delegates Sponsored by SAP
Talbot Foyer

Tuesday
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Wednesday
6:00 - 7:00 am Yoga Class   Yoga Presented by Firstsource Master Yogi   Ocean Front Lawn (Ballroom Foyer as backup)

7:00 - 8:00 am
Delegate Breakfast                          SALON III 

First time Delegates Breakfast      SALON I/II

8:00 - 9:00 am  General Session  Keynote
SALONS I/II

Navigating the Current Economy for Business Growth and Success
Steve Forbes, Chairman, Forbes Media and Editor-in-Chief, Forbes Magazine 

9:00 - 10:00 am Featured Session:  
SALONS I/II

Joint Supplier Innovation 
Gregg Parsley, Office of the CIO, Shell

10:00-10:30 am Break    

Track Sourc ing Outsourc ing Per formance Management Contract Lifecycle Management

10:30 - 11:20 am  1
Better Decision Making: How 
Intelligent Information and Best-
in-Class Processes Lead to Optimal 
Decision Making

Wells Fargo & Company /  
Emptoris, Inc.

 Talbot A/B/C

 2
Contingent Workforce Management 
Outsourcing: Lessons from the 
Category Pioneers

Reed Elsevier / MBO Enterprise 
Solutions, Allegis Group Services and 
Fieldglass 

 Talbot D

 3
How a Structured Relationship 
Management Audit Improved a 
Strategic Vendor Partnership

Synapse Group / MindTree Ltd.

 Talbot E

4
Balancing Supplier Risk Exposure 
with Risk Management Capabilities 
to Achieve World-Class Performance

USAA / Protiviti

 Talbot F/G/H

11:20 am - 1:00 pm   Lunch / Panel Discussion Salon I/II      Panel Discussion, Facilitated by Collabera

1:15 - 2:05 pm  5
Total Cost of Ownership with a 
Working Capital Twist!

Nuance Communications  / Archstone 
Consulting, A Hackett Group 
Company

 Talbot A/B/C

 6
Five Rules that Will Transform 
Outsourcing and Deliver Significant 
Benefits

University of Tennessee  / Jones Lang 
LaSalle

 Talbot D

 7
If it Ain’t Broke, Take a Close 
Look Anyway: Health Checks of 
Outsourcing Relationships as Best 
Practice

 Vodafone Netherlands / Vantage 
Partners

Talbot E

 8
Georgia-Pacific’s Road to Contract 
Management and Sourcing 
Excellence

Georgia-Pacific / SAP

Talbot F/G/H

2:05 - 2:20 pm Break                                    Grand Foyer  Coffee Break, Sponsored by Firstsource 

2:20 - 3:10 pm 9
Professional Services Spend Analysis 
Process: A Supplier Based Approach

Regions Financial / Alvarez & Marsal

 Talbot A/B/C

10
Cloud Computing Will Destroy 
Outsourcing As We Know It

Kellwood /  Alsbridge, Inc.

 Talbot D

11
Procurement Outsourcing: Its Time 
Has Come

CA Technologies / Expense 
Management Solutions

 Talbot E

12
Valuing the Difference Your Contract 
Will Make

CNA Insurance Companies / Mayer 
Brown LLP

 Talbot F/G/H

3:10 - 3:40 pm Break                                             Grand Foyer  Popcorn Break, Sponsored by Firstsource 

3:40 - 4:30 pm 13
Leveraging Innovation Across 
Procurement and the Personal Health 
Supply Chain

 Ascension Health / Denali Group

 Talbot A/B/C

14
Roundtable: IT Outsourcing

 Corbus

 Talbot D

15
Taking Your Source to Pay Capability 
Global Using a Hybrid Model

NetApp / TPI

 Talbot E

16
The Outsourcing Contract Process 
“Unscripted”

Loeb & Loeb / PA Consulting     

 Talbot F/G/H

4:30 - 4:45 pm Break                                             Grand Foyer

4:45 - 6:00 pm Speed Networking                      Salons I/II                                  Sponsored by Ariba 

6:00 - 7:00 pm Break                                              Talbot Foyer                                  

7:00 - 10:00 pm Seated Dinner & Networking      Salons I/II                                   Sponsored by Emptoris
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Track Sourc ing Outsourc ing Per formance Management Governance

6:00 - 7:00 am Yoga Class   Yoga Presented by Firstsource Master Yogi   Ocean Front Lawn (Ballroom Foyer as backup)

7:00 - 8:00 am Delegate Breakfast   Salons I/II                    

8:00 - 9:00 am Featured Session:
Salons I/II

Procurement Nation: How procurement has become the backbone of our savings 
conscious culture
Rob Bernshteyn, Chief Executive Officer, Coupa Software

9:15 - 10:05 am 17
Building a Strong Negotiating 
Environment for Technology Enabled 
Business Transformation Including 
ERP, ITO and BPO

Integra Life Sciences / Baker & McKenzie 

Talbot A/B/C

18
Sourcing South of the Border: An 
Advisor-Provider Conversation on 
Getting More Value Through the 
Right Nearshore Strategy

HfS Research / Softtek

 Talbot D

19
Procurement Transformation Journey: 
What it Means for a Fast Growing, 
Global, Technology Company

Global eProcure, / Progress Software 

 Talbot E

20
Smarter Supplier Management: 
American Express’ Roadmap for 
Success 

American Express / EquaTerra

 Talbot F/G/H

10:05-10:35 am Break                                    Grand Foyer     Coffee Break, Sponsored by Firstsource 

10:35 - 11:25 am 21
Everything You Always Wanted to 
Know About eAuctions, But Were 
Too Afraid to Ask

Google  

 Talbot A/B/C

22
Knowledge Process Services: 
Analytics to Take Your Business 
Forward

Citi / TCS 

 Talbot D

23
How to Control Marketing Spend 
Without Cutting Marketing 
Effectiveness

George Mason University / Firstsource

 Talbot E

24
Gaining Control:  How Advisory 
Board is Managing Travel Costs 
and Employee Productivity During 
Turbulent Times

Advisory Board / Rearden Commerce

 Talbot F/G/H

11:25 - 1:00 pm Lunch / General Session
Salons I/II

Executive Roundtable Report Out
Featuring: Emptoris, Softtek, TPI, Denali Group

1:15 - 2:05 pm 25
Leveraging Spend Analysis to Raise 
Procurement’s Profile with the C-Level

BB&T / Fiserv / Ariba

Talbot A/B/C

26
Category Lifecycle Management - Value 
Creation Avenue Through Outsourcing

Wells Fargo / Infosys 

 Talbot D

27
Implementing a Flexible Workforce 
Model as Part of a Sourcing Team

Morgan Stanley / AArete  

 Talbot E

28
Bringing Risk, Performance, 
Compliance, and Corporate 
Responsibility Under One 
Umbrella...SRM

Aetna / Hiperos

 Talbot F/G/H

2:05 - 2:20 pm Break                                            Grand Foyer     Coffee Break, Sponsored by Firstsource  

2:20 - 3:10 pm 29
Panel Discussion: Spend 
Management from the Trenches 
- Legal Services and Client 
Entertainment

KeyBank / ONTALA

 Talbot A/B/C

30
Panel Discussion: Lessons Learned 
from Early Adopters of Legal Process 
Outsourcing

Mindcrest / Baker & McKenzie / 
Accenture / Vantage Partners 

 Talbot D

31
A Focused Approach to Accelerating 
Value of Procurement: Sourcing 
Execution

HfS Research / Denali Sourcing 
Services

 Talbot E

32
Creating an Enterprise Balanced 
Scorecard for Sourcing: Processes, 
Challenges, and Applications

MassMutual Financial Group / 
TPI, Inc.

 Talbot F/G/H

3:10 - 3:40 pm Break                                           Grand Foyer      Ice Cream Sundae Break, Sponsored by Firstsource

3:40 - 4:30 pm 33
Roundtable: Direct Material

 

 Talbot A/B/C

34
Procurement Outsourcing: Navigating 
the Risks to Reap the Rewards

A.T. Kearney    

 Talbot D  

35
Roundtable: The Art of Sourcing 
Marketing Services

Microsoft / Denali Group 

 Talbot E

4:45 - 6:00 pm
SALON I Corporate User Networking  

SALON II Provider / Provider Speed Networking

6:00 - 7:00 pm Break

7:00 - 10:00 pm Ocean Front Lawn - backup, 
Salons I/II

St. Patrick’s Day Party with a Purpose  

Thursday



 

 We’ve got  
  an App  
   for that…
and that too!

SIG is pleased to announce the Summit interactive smartphone application,  
available for download to your iPhone, Android or Blackberry. App users can:

Review sessions and add them to your calendar•	
Follow or join in on Twitter feeds•	
Stay in the know with last-minute alerts•	

For more information on how to download the Summit app, visit  
us in the Tech Lounge or Registration Desk.
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Agenda & Session Descriptions 

Tuesday & Wednesday
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Workshop  Greening The Supply Chain: 
Businesses Unlock Hidden Value

Businesses are now seeing a return on investment from 
embedding sustainable practices into the procurement 
function. 

That’s according to The Carbon Disclosure Project 2011 Sup-
ply Chain Report, produced by management consulting firm 
A.T. Kearney. The Report looks at the climate change actions 
and performance of 57 leading global companies  and 1,000 
of their suppliers across a broad cross-section of industries. 
Eighty-six percent of companies saw tangible commercial 
benefits from working closely with suppliers to improve per-
formance and mutual return on investment, up from 46% in 
2009. This workshop will provide participants with strategic 
planning examples as well as case studies and best practices 
from the CDP Supply Chain 2011 Report.

You will learn:

Development of a formal strategy for carbon emission qq
reduction

How to develop supplier reporting scorecards to qq
measure carbon emissions across the supply chain.

Development of quantitative KPIs and targets for qq
supplier selection criteria.

Development of an implementation plan for suppliers qq
to reduce carbon emissions

Best practices from CDP member companiesqq

Presenter(s): Carbon Disclosure Project,  Chrystina Gastelum, Director, 
Carbon Disclosure Project Supply Chain

A.T. Kearney,  Randy Watson, Partner 

Workshop     Real Estate and Facilities Management 
(RE/FM) Workshop - Opportunities, 
Best Practices and Case Studies

Interactive and case study driven discussion will engage 
audience in defining the Real Estate and Facilities Management 
(RE/FM) outsourcing opportunities and implementation best 
practices. Specifically, the audience will have a chance to 
explore and discuss how upfront design can better mitigate 
downstream negotiations and transitional risks.  The workshop 
will have 3 components, including the discussion on the RE/FM 
supplier market and performance improvement opportunities. 
UMS will provide case studies and recent deal examples 
highlighting the level of improvement, achievable in generation 
1, 2, and 3 implementations.  Secondly, the discussion will focus 
on the financial models that are increasingly used and the trade 
off amongst them.  Finally, the workshop will conclude with 
practical lessons from negotiating, transitioning, and governing 
RE/FM initiatives at a global and regional level.

You will learn:

Address how to assess and prioritize innovation qq
opportunities

Discuss metrics that can help align Procurement with qq
Chief Financial Officer (CFO) priorities

Present methods to create Procurement champions qq
throughout the enterprise

Presenter(s):  UMS Advisory, Rakesh Kishan, President & Chief Executive 
Officer

Workshop  Sourcing and Outsourcing Document 
Services in the Digital Era

Organizations spend up to three percent of revenue 
producing, distributing, and consuming document services 
such as Print, Mail, Scanning, Records and eDiscovery. 
Procurement and outsourcing professionals play a critical 
part in sourcing or outsourcing these services. This interac-
tive workshop will introduce and discuss the tools needed to 
help support these professionals sourcing and managing this 
indirect spend. This will include strategies and tactics on 
how to take advantage of opportunities to minimize total 
cost, maximize ROI and increase customer satisfaction. 

Attendees should expect to learn from case studies and best 
practices for contract performance management, relation-
ship management, communication / implementation plans 
and governance models. 

this workshop is designed to: 

Teach the basics about each document service to qq
prepare procurement professionals to ask the right 
questions and communicate better with the line of 
business manager 

Review the proven strategies that minimize costs and qq
maximize ROI as well as the emerging trends 

Discuss the key business requirements in each service, qq
SLAs, KPIs service quality and delivery options

Review a case study in each service category including qq
results achieved

Discuss costs and realistic cost savings that may be qq
achieved in each service

Contract - Terms, SLAs, KPIsqq

Presenter(s): Océ Business Services, Ted Ardelean, Director

1

Workshop

Tuesday

12:00 to 
1:30

Plaza 
Ballroom I  

2

Workshop

Tuesday

12:00 to 
1:30

Plaza 
Ballroom II

3

Workshop

Tuesday

1:45 to 3:15
Plaza 

Ballroom I    
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Workshop  Egypt, Volcanic Ash and Beyond: Assessing 
The Supply Chain Impact of the Next 
Global Crisis For Your Stakeholders

Risk management and mitigation in sourcing often involves 
contingency plans for natural disasters or labor shortages. So 
when the Egyptian protestors congregated in Tahrir Square, 
how soon after did you have a clear view as to the impact any 
political escalation would have on your supply chain?  More 
broadly, how well equipped are you to evaluate and 
understand the implications of global crises on your 
procurement activities?  A clear understanding of how your 
sourcing efforts (and supply chain overall) are being impacted 
is critical in this age of interdependency and global collabora-
tion. Forecasting and planning for an international incident 
with quick spreading (internet providers had less than an 
hour’s notice to shut off access) and potentially damaging 
results, is something all leaders should be discussing.

This workshop will highlight recent crises and present a frame-
work with which to view and evaluate macro events from a 
sourcing practitioner’s point of view. Join us for an interactive 
discussion in which we discuss this global challenge and the 
objective of this framework. Attendees who know this issue 
and understand the potential impact will appreciate the op-
portunity to take back to the office an innovative solution to a 
potentially far-reaching issue and to be ahead of the game. 

You will learn:

Understanding of the breadth of variables that a qq
given macro event can influence

A Framework for thinking through global/regional qq
crises and evaluating the depth of supply chain 
impacts

Examples of alternative report-out structures for qq
such evaluations

Presenter(s): The Smart Cube, Inc., Omer Abdullah, Managing Director

Workshop  Driving Operating Margin 
Improvements Through Sourcing and 
Enterprise-Level Value Engineering

Companies make sub-optimal cost and feature decisions due to 
time-to-market pressures:

* Provide high cost product features  to gain market share

* Neglect DfX aspects from Manufacturability,  Reliability, and 
Testability perspectives

* Offer higher number of options and SKUs  to beat the 
competition

Leading to high product cost not generating premium pricing; 
unsustainable cost and margin structures; and legacy practices 
that continuously drive up product cost and impact margins.

Enterprise Level Value Engineering and Sourcing identifies mar-
gin improvement opportunities for stable and high-profitable 
product families.

this workshop is designed to:

Provide an overview of how a leading high-tech qq
OEM, that was embarking on a comprehensive set 
of transformation initiatives, was driving increased 
revenue and margin growth

Review how Enterprise Value Engineering and qq
Sourcing effort achieved double-digit cost savings 
for a highly profitable product family, contributing 
high gross margins

Explain and discuss in detail the approach to engage qq
cross-section of the organization, suppliers, and 
contract manufacturers to assess key P&L elements 
driving product cost, and identified savings 
opportunities

Explain and discuss the six analyses, including qq
sourcing and product tear-down to identify cost 
reduction opportunities in current and future 
product releases

Elaborate on how to estimate savings via cross-qq
functional workshops, and launched savings 
realization initiatives

Presenter(s): PRTM Management Consultants,  Amit Verma, Principal

PRTM Management Consultants, Richard Sheinfeld, 
Director

Workshop  Strategic Cost Management: The 
Survivors’ Playbook for Savings

This dynamic, interactive workshop is designed to share 
successful “quick win” Strategic Cost Management 
projects and tactics. We’ll rapidly generate a comprehen-
sive playbook for successful 90-day projects across a 
wide range of industries and spend categories. Post-
Summit, all participants will receive a copy of the 
playbook outlining projects, ideas, and lessons learned.

You will learn:

“Quick win” projects you can execute in 90 days or qq
less

Projected benefits, by project    qq

Lessons learned….that ensure successqq

Presenter(s): PNC Financial Services Group,  Jim Vespoli, Chief 
Procurement Officer  

ONTALA Performance Solutions Ltd.,  Linda Tuck Chapman, 
President  

4
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Plaza 

Ballroom II

5
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Tuesday

3:30 to 5:00
Plaza 

Ballroom I  
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  1 qBetter Decision Making: How Intelligent 
Information and Best-in-Class Processes 
Lead to Optimal Decision Making

How do you arm your organization with the right information 
at the right time?  How does Procurement empower business 
unit managers and category managers to make intelligent 
and collaborative decisions in a de-centralized procurement 
environment?  With structured information and process-
enabling technologies, managers across a global organization 
can make smart, independent spend decisions that not only 
reduce costs and minimize risks, but also dramatically improve 
process efficiencies. Of course, the secret - and challenge - lies 
in providing such intelligent, structured business information 
in a timely fashion to “make it easy to do the right thing”. 

In this session, Wells Fargo offers a case study on how to 
deliver structured data across the organization - and enable 
better decision making. Following its acquisition of Wachovia 
Bank in 2009, Wells Fargo embarked on  transforming the 
supply chain management lifecycle by consolidating its pro-
curement organization, systems, and processes. This event 
offered an ideal starting point to replace first-generation 
procurement technologies and implement best-in-class pro-
cesses and technologies that easily integrate into the evolving 
P2P infrastructure and other supporting systems. Today, Wells 
Fargo and its managers have replaced four legacy sourcing 
and Contract Management platforms with one Source-to-
Settle solution.

You will learn:                                                                                                   

How to use structured data and processes to qq
empower managers in a disparate organization to 
make optimal buying decisions  

How to implement and leverage an agile platform qq
to automate the source-to-settle process

The challenges confronted and strategies utilized to qq
implement a strategic supply and enterprise contract 
management suite

Presenter(s): Wells Fargo & Company, Greg Schmid, Head of Supply Chain

Emptoris, Inc., Patrick D. Quirk, President & Chief Executive Officer

 2  Contingent Workforce Management 
Outsourcing: Lessons from 
the Category Pioneers

Since the economic downturn, data and anecdotal 
experiences have shown that contingent labor is increas-
ingly the preferred workforce solution. Procurement 
performs a challenging role in optimizing a solution 
comprised of staffing providers, independent contractors, 
vendor management technologies, as well as governance 
and compliance auditing and tracking. In this session 
attendees will learn the best practices from three of the top 
providers of Contingent Workforce Management solutions. 

In addition to gaining insight from their hundreds of 
engagements, attendees will also hear from a shared client 
whose Procurement Executive developed an enterprise so-
lution that not only manages this complex spend category 
but adds significant value to the business:

Year over year cost savingsqq

Enterprise-wide visibility to the workforceqq

Compliance to laws, regulations and company policyqq

A streamlined process for “Just-in-Time” qq
engagements

Contingent Workforce Management is one of new impera-
tives for procurement leadership in the next decade.

You will learn:

How to determine if your organization will benefit qq
from outsourcing the management of Contingent 
Workforce Management

What are the different solutions available and qq
what to look for in developing the right provider 
governance model

Establishing a business case and setting the right qq
expectations for this transformation

How to approach the strategic sourcing process qq
to leverage existing spend and capture the future 
scope of the category spend

Presenter(s):  Reed Elsevier, Jon Kesman, Global Category Director

MBO Enterprise Solutions, Jay Lash, VP of Market 
Strategies

Allegis Group, Dave Barthel, Executive Director

Fieldglass, Jai Shekhawat, CEO and Founder

  3  How a Structured Relationship 
Management Audit Improved a 
Strategic Vendor Partnership

About a year ago, an important vendor relationship that 
Synapse Group had with an offshore partner was experi-
encing some growing pains that most long-term relation-
ships inevitably deal with. To address the problems, 
Synapse’s partner invested in the relationship by conduct-
ing an extensive ‘audit’ involving the India and US-based 
team members. The results were surprising and challeng-
ing, but needed to be addressed. This presentation will 
illustrate the journey Synapse Group took, the lessons 
learned, and the solutions that were implemented that 
have helped the relationship grow and prosper.

You will learn:

Why conducting a relationship audit is an important qq
tool to be considered in any strategic partnership

How the methodology Synapse Group and their qq
partner employed

What the business benefits are that Synapse has qq
realized since the audit was performed
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Presenter(s): Synapse Group, Alan I. Arenson, Director of Vendor 
Management

MindTree Ltd., Joseph King, SVP and Chief Marketing Officer

  4 qBalancing Supplier Risk Exposure with 
Risk Management Capabilities to 
Achieve World-Class Performance

Poor supplier performance, compliance issues, data privacy 
breaches, or business interruptions have a significant 
impact on an organization, including reputation damage, 
reduced revenue and profitability, decreased stock price 
and market share. Simply responding to issues as they arise 
and frequent “firefighting” will no longer suffice. It is 
critical for companies today to take a proactive approach 
to identifying and managing supplier risks. 

This session will focus on the current trends and chal-
lenges in identifying and managing supplier risks as well as 
provide a view of what best-in-class organizations look like 
when managing supplier and third party related risks.

You will learn:

Trends and current management concerns that are qq
driving an increased focus on managing supplier 
related risks

Common challenges in dealing with supplier qq
relationships and related risks in a services 
environment

An approach to assess your current supplier risk qq
management capabilities and opportunities for 
improvement

An example of what a best-in-class organization qq
looks like, including organization design, processes, 
and enabling technology

Presenter(s): USAA,  Kyle Garetson, Director - Sourcing Analytics

Protiviti,  Chris Monk, Director

  5  Total Cost of Ownership with 
a Working Capital Twist!

We’ve become experts at the Strategic Sourcing process. 
As procurement professionals and chiefs, we have devoted 
considerable effort to understanding our spend profile, 
stakeholders and business requirements. We have 
partnered with our business units and other corporate 
functions to develop the most efficient and effective 
third-party supplier relationships to drive business value 
and competitive advantage - or have we?

One area of the total cost of ownership that is often 
neglected is the working capital component. We often 
find that the costs related to inventory, the order cycle, 
order timing, the payment cycle, the payment clock and 

payables terms are not discussed during a supplier negotia-
tion process. In fact, while the payment terms themselves 
are often negotiated - the tradeoffs of the other working 
capital requirements is not well understood or factored into 
the negotiation.

This session will discuss the tools necessary to support 
components of a mature cost savings framework. We will 
provide real-life examples of these tradeoffs and what they 
mean to an actual supplier negotiation. You’ll be surprised 
at the impact this myriad of other costs can have on your 
working capital, cash flow and bottom line!

You will learn:

What are the elements of working capital beyond qq
Payment Terms?                                             

When should the topic of working capital come up qq
in negotiations?                                               

What are the primary working capital cost drivers - qq
and what are they worth to your TCO?

Presenter(s): Nuance Communications, Linda Behan, CPO  
Archstone Consulting, A Hackett Group Company, 

Geoff Peters, Principal

 6 Five Rules that Will Transform Outsourcing 
and Deliver Significant Benefits

Vested Outsourcing identifies the common weaknesses of 
traditional outsourcing relationships and offers innovative 
outsourcing strategies that lead to competitive differentia-
tion. This discussion will demonstrate how organizations 
have applied the principles of Vested Outsourcing to truly 
align the interests of providers, internal stakeholders and 
business unit leaders to deliver leading-edge results that 
produce benefits beyond the corporate real estate 
department.

You will learn:

Five rules that will transform outsourcingqq

Innovative outsourcing strategies that lead to qq
differentiation

Vested outsourcing best practices from several companiesqq

Presenter(s): University of Tennessee, Kate Vitasek, Author

Jones Lang LaSalle,  Bryan Jacobs, International Director
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  7 q If it Ain’t Broke, Take a Close Look 
Anyway: Health Checks of Outsourcing 
Relationships as Best Practice

Outsourcing relationships tend to follow a life cycle: an 
elaborate Courtship followed by some tough Negotiations 
create expectations of savings, transformation, and value; 
then the reality of Transition dashes hopes and drags the 
parties through a painful process of change; finally, with 
Steady State, comes a certain amount of relief, but 
boredom and often, disillusionment. Leading organiza-
tions like Vodafone have found that taking the time to 
conduct a mid-course health check on a relationship can 
go a long way toward fixing lingering problems, finding 
new sources of value, and setting the relationship on a 
better trajectory. This session will provide the tools 
necessary for directors to develop forecasting tools to help 
manage risk and prevent issues. 

You will learn:

How to go beyond customer satisfaction surveys to qq
identify alignment, process, and capability gaps in 
an outsourcing relationship

How health checks help prevent problems that qq
would be much more costly to fix after the fact

The value of looking at how both sides are qq
contributing -- both to what is working and to what 
isn’t

Presenter(s): Vodafone Netherlands,  Peter Snowdon, Senior Manager 
Network Programmes

Vantage Partners,  Danny Ertel, Partner

   8 q Georgia-Pacific’s Road to Contract 
Management and Sourcing Excellence

Since 2007 Georgia-Pacific has been implementing a 
plan to enable an electronic sourcing, supplier 
management and contract management platform to 
drive significant business value across these processes. 
Listen as Et’Chane Towers, the owner of the Sourcing 
and Contract Management processes for Georgia-
Pacific, describes their transformative journey to date, 
successes and lessons learned, with a special focus on 
the Contract Management topic. SAP will provide a 
brief introduction for the session.

   Presenter(s): Georgia-Pacific, Et’Chane Towers, Head of 
Sourcing and Contract Management Processes

SAP, Emily Rakowski, Sr. Director, Procurement Solutions 
Marketing 

 9 q Professional Services Spend Analysis 
Process: A Supplier Based Approach

Everyone knows that accurate spend data is a core element 
of supply chain activities. However, reliance on general 
ledger and/or accounts payable data can lead to incom-
plete or inaccurate views of a company’s spend profile. This 
session will demonstrate a supplier-based framework that 
can be used to scrub and classify spend data (the template 
is included in the presentation). This will create an accurate 
data set required to identify savings opportunities and 
provide a solid base line for all spend categories. Profes-
sional Services spend will be used as an example but the 
model can, and should be, applied to all spend categories.

You will learn:

How to conduct spend analysis at the supplier levelqq

How to interpret and use spend dataqq

Importance of spend category definitions and qq
a sample decision tree for professional services 
categories

Presenter(s): Regions Financial,  Carol Britton, Sr. Vice President

Alvarez & Marsal,  Cyndi Joiner, Managing Director

 10 Cloud Computing Will Destroy 
Outsourcing As We Know It

Chief Information Officers (CIOs) and senior Information 
Technology (IT) executives are feeling pressure from their 
businesses to “move to the cloud” but what impact will 
this have on existing outsourcing relationships? Which 
traditional outsourcers will retool themselves as true cloud 
service providers and which will shift to being cloud 
resellers? What Mergers and Acquisition activities will 
irrevocably change the IT outsourcing landscape? And how 
will the buyers of IT services fare through the transition? 

You will learn:

How to navigate the radically changing cloud service qq
provider landscape

How to approach new contractual structures and qq
governance in the cloud

How to infuse cloud services into other delivery qq
models currently being used in the enterprise

How to manage the complex challenges of security qq
and data integration in the cloud

Presenter(s): Kellwood,  Linda Kinder, Vice President and CIO

Alsbridge, Inc.,  Ben Trowbridge, CEO
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 11 Procurement Outsourcing: 
Its Time Has Come

As part of an overall strategic review of procurement, CA 
chose to outsource North American procurement opera-
tions including requisitioning, catalog management, spot 
buying and Purchase Order processing, along with all 
associated support services including Help Desk, Reporting, 
Customer Training and Documentation. Unlike many 
others, CA did not include Sourcing as part of the outsourc-
ing scope; therefore the decision to outsource Procurement 
had to stand on its own.  Join CA and EMS for a case study 
on CA’s Procurement Outsourcing Initiative and gain insight 
into what it took CA to make this a successful endeavor. 
Thought leaders and decision-makers tasked with 
navigating unknown waters, will appreciate the insights to 
be shared in this session. 

You will learn:   

Tips and techniques to achieve successful buy-in qq
across the organization  

Methodology and tools that were utilized to effect qq
an outcome based, transformational outsourcing of 
procurement

The structure and mechanisms put in place to enable qq
effective ongoing governance of the relationship to 
ensure that it achieves the desired results  

Procurement case study lessons learned by CA qq
Technologies 

Presenter(s): CA Technologies,  Regina Sanfratello, VP Procurement 

Expense Management Solutions,  Michele Flynn, President

   12 Valuing the Difference Your 
Contract Will Make

The contract makes a difference. Better contract terms provide 
stronger commitments, more options and better incentives. 
These commitments, options and incentives have value that 
can be expressed in dollar terms, just like savings are expressed.  
Too often, this value is underweighted, or even ignored, in 
sourcing decisions. The result is choosing weak contracts that 
result in industry problems such as unexpected costs, poor 
service, little innovation and difficult governance. As a sourcing 
professional, you can benefit from being able to explain, in 
dollar terms, how much contract terms matter to the value of 
the deals that you negotiate. Attendees will appreciate this 
important and necessary information when asked by company 
executives and board members to demonstrate, in quantifiable 
terms, procurement’s value to the organization.

You will learn:

The mqq ajor provisions of the contract and how they 
create value

Due diligence requirementsqq
How to overcome key challenges in valuing contract qq
terms

Ways to demonstrate the value of your non-price qq
negotiations within your organization

Presenter(s): CNA Insurance Companies,  Craig Meadors, VP Enterprise 
Operations / Procurement

Mayer Brown LLP,  Brad Peterson, Partner

 13 Leveraging Innovation Across Procurement 
and the Personal Health Supply Chain

What do Procurement and Personal Health have in common? 
Both contain complex processes that can realize significant 
value by applying innovation. The rising costs of healthcare and 
increased prevalence of “lifestyle” diseases such as obesity and 
diabetes are a tremendous burden on companies today. Direct 
healthcare costs may only be a small part of the overall 
challenge faced by these companies. A study published in the 
Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine 
demonstrated that costs associated with health related lost 
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productivity were four times greater than medical and pharmacy 
costs alone. Can tools and analytics used in sourcing and supply 
that optimize business processes be used to optimize one of 
your company’s greatest assets – your work force?  This session 
will include two concurrent breakout groups that focus on the 
application of innovation to the personal health supply chain 
and the procurement function itself.

You will learn:

Innovation concepts, tools & approachesqq

The impact of health related lost productivityqq

Barriers to achieving optimal health/productivityqq

Ideas for using innovation to improve your qq
procurement function

Ideas for using innovation to improve your qq
organization’s health supply chain

Presenter(s): Ascension Health,  Michael C. McGarry, Director, 
Transformational Development

Denali Group, John Evans, Managing Partner

 14 Roundtable: IT Outsourcing

As IT outsourcing matures, new and unique challenges are 
discovered at every turn. Join other Chief Information 
Officers (CIOs), Sourcing & Outsourcing and Information 
Technology (IT) Professionals to discuss a variety of topics 
related to these new challenges, as well as learn best 
practices and insights from others.

Bring your business cards, lessons learned, proven strategies and 
tactics, and list of concerns and issues in addition to these suggested 
topics: 

Cloud Computingqq

Assessing Provider Capabilities and Viabilityqq

Data Center Optionsqq

Managing Risk and Contingency Planningqq

Application Development / Offshore vs. Nearshoreqq

Costs, Pricing, Rates, Models, Savings Methodologies qq

Partnerships: Research & Development, Shared qq
Services

Sustainability Issues, Green Purchasing & Marketing qq

Cultural Opportunities and Challenges qq

Enterprise software / Infrastructure Procurement qq
Collaboration, Steering

Standardization in delivery, technology, processesqq

Consolidations, Mergers, Acquisitions (Solution qq
Provider and User side)

Virtualization and Remote Managementqq

Performance, Governance, KPIs, Performance qq
Metrics 

Presenter(s): Corbus,  Jason D. Evans, VP Sales - SCM Services

 15 Taking Your Source to Pay Capability 
Global Using a Hybrid Model

NetApp is a fast growing global provider of information 
storage solutions that continues to experience double digit 
growth and expansion into new markets. In order to support 
this rapidly expanding footprint, while managing staff levels, 
NetApp’s Global Sourcing Services (GSS) is implementing a 
hybrid delivery model that combines internal and “sourced” 
sourcing and procurement capabilities for an integrated 
solution. This hybrid approach is increasingly becoming a 
trend in procurement organizational strategy. Senior sourcing 
leaders interested in learning more about this approach for 
expanding a global sourcing and procurement capability, 
should attend this session.

You will learn:

What Source-to-Pay capabilities have emerged in qq
the Business Process Outsourcing market

Considerations in integrating internal and third qq
party sourcing and procurement capabilities, 
including information on the governance model 

Key change management and communications issuesqq

Insights to procurement organizational strategy, qq
including capabilities, concerns and tradeoffs

The key drivers for selecting this approachqq

Presenter(s): NetApp,  Art Hazeldine, Global Commodity Manager - Services

TPI,  Bill Huber, Partner

  16 The Outsourcing Contract Process “Unscripted”

The establishment of an outsourcing relationship can follow 
a lengthy and complicated path that requires both customers 
and providers to tackle a broad range of issues. From the 
Request for Proposal (RFP) process to choosing the appropri-
ate contract structure to negotiating business and legal 
terms, each outsourcing relationship poses its own unique 
set of contracting challenges. Join our panel of customer and 
provider experts and other SIG Members as we tackle your 
contracting issues and questions in an unscripted and 
interactive forum. This session will be open to discussions on 
advanced topics and mature issues and challenges.

You will learn:

Best practices in structuring and negotiating qq
outsourcing relationships

How issues are tackled from both a customer’s and qq
provider’s perspective

How other SIG Members are addressing similar issuesqq

   Panelists: Pfizer, Pat Egan, VP Enterprise Procurement 

Johnson & Johnson, Julia Santos, Head of Global Business 
Optimization & Contracting

   Moderators: Loeb & Loeb LLP, Kenneth Adler, Partner and Chair, 
Technology & Outsourcing 

PA Consulting Group, Chris Nuttall, Partner and Member  
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or attending a regional near you.  
Ask about our International Outsourcing
Expeditions starting in 2012!

network locally, 
implement Globally
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The SIG Regional Roundtable and Road Show Program brings SIG to 
you! These events provide attendees with thought leadership from world-
class companies on top-of-mind issues, while also offering networking 
and brainstorming opportunities with executive peers in local areas.

SIG is coming soon to a city near you, so don’t miss being a part of a 
sourcing and outsourcing think tank that will leave you with new vision, fresh 
insights, implementable ideas and colleagues you’ll be glad to meet!

Regional Roundtables: London  May 4-5

  New York May 13

  Silicon Valley  May 24

  Sydney  Sept 7-8

  Atlanta Sept 13

  Minneapolis Sept 14

  Chicago Sept 21

  Boston Oct 4

  Los Angeles Dec 6
 

Regional Road Shows: San Francisco Nov 8

  New York Nov 15

  Toronto Nov 17
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 17 Building a Strong Negotiating 
Environment for Technology 
Enabled Business Transformation 
Including ERP, ITO and BPO

This session will discuss innovative approaches to projects 
that affect business transformation, including Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP), Information Technology Outsourc-
ing (ITO) and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO). Focusing 
on the sourcing and contracting process, we will explore 
how behavioral economics and high-performing team 
theory impact the techniques used to forge a successful 
relationship between the customer and the members of the 
vendor community, who will eventually become the 
customer’s partners and change agents. Among other 
things, we will address a special case involving the sourcing 
for the systems integrator for a complex ERP project which 
incorporates the fundamental change in the retained 
organization that is needed for a successful implementation. 
Attendees looking for greater efficiencies, innovative 
approaches, and advanced methodologies will appreciate 
this presentation and discussion.

You will learn:

Simple techniques to leverage that can immediately qq
improve outcomes

How to go to market when customer requirements qq
are not capable of complete definition

How to create high performing teams that have the qq
best chance of success

How to identify and avoid the most common and qq
deadly pitfalls of highly transformative projects

Presenter(s): Integra Life Sciences,  Steven D. Hawthorne, Global 
Program Manager

Baker & McKenzie,  Edward J. Hansen, Partner

 18 Sourcing South of the Border: An 
Advisor-Provider Conversation 
on Getting More Value Through 
the Right Nearshore Strategy

In recent years, Chief Information Officers (CIOs) and 
sourcing leaders have embraced nearshore delivery to 
de-risk and enhance global sourcing efficiency. Getting the 
most value from Latin America has been a hit-and-miss for 
many. In this interactive panel, nearshore mentor and 
pioneer, Marcos Jimenez (Chief Executive Officer for Softtek 
US), and sourcing expert advisor, Esteban Herrera (Chief 
Operating Officer for HfS Research), will engage the 
audience through a conversation around nearshore value, 
drawing from extensive research and user stories. Attendees 
will receive a complimentary copy of HfS’ research: “The 

State of The Nearshore Industry: 2011 and beyond”, the 
ultimate reference for nearshore sourcing programs.

You will learn:

The current state of nearshore industryqq

What to source and not to source nearshoreqq

Common traits of nearshore success storiesqq

Navigating the increasingly complex provider qq
landscape

Nearshore delivery: security, is it an issue?qq

Presenter(s): HfS Research,  Esteban Herrera, Chief Operating Officer

Softtek, Marcos Jimenez, CEO of Softtek US

 19 Procurement Transformation Journey: 
What it Means for a Fast Growing, 
Global, Technology Company

Procurement transformation is a result of a number of key 
questions being addressed:  How could procurement 
processes, practices and vision better drive an enterprise that 
is rapidly growing globally?  Boost financial performance?  
Improve operations, competitive advantage?  Efficiency?  

The key to transforming procurement into strategic 
enterprise function lies in the implementation. As business 
needs change and evolve, effective stakeholder manage-
ment specialized technology, and best-in-class services can 
help assure that procurement organizations, strategies and 
practices continue to advance.

You will learn about a four-step methodology for an ef-

fective transformation:  

Discovering a tactical approach:  creating a qq
procurement transformation blueprint to address 
needs with effective assessment of challenges and 
objectives

Increasing spend visibility:  it is important to identify qq
the number of key suppliers present and the amount 
of spend associated with each

Improving processes:  dive deep into the key qq
categories to be targeted and create a category 
management strategy for each

Maintaining focus:  stay focused on the procurement qq
process during the transformation process

Presenter(s): Progress Software,  Paul J. Rice, Senior Director Operations 

Global eProcure,  Abhishek Pandey, Vice President 
Consulting 
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 20 Smarter Supplier Management: American 
Express’ Roadmap for Success 

To meet the regulatory demands associated with 
becoming a bank holding company, American Express 
has developed a comprehensive supplier management 
program. Key initiatives include increased focus on 
supplier risk and performance, formal supplier tiering 
and relationship management, and implementation of a 
unified technology platform to manage suppliers 
throughout their lifecycle with the Company. Executives 
and sourcing leaders seeking best practices and insights 
from a significant, innovative, and successful gover-
nance program, should attend this Session.

You will learn:

Effective methodologies for supplier segmentationqq

Risk analysis and mitigation strategiesqq

Process and technology strategies to manage qq
suppliers throughout their lifecycle

Challenges of and best practices in a multi-provider qq
governance model

Organization constructs that facilitate supplier qq
management program success

Presenter(s): American Express,  Robin Shahani, SVP Global Supply 
Management & Chief Procurement Officer

EquaTerra,  Liz Campbell Evans, Managing Director - 
Governance & Transformation Advisory 

 21 Everything You Always Wanted 
to Know About eAuctions, But 
Were Too Afraid to Ask

This Session will explain, in 50-minutes to the audience in a 
fairly light and humorous way, how powerful eAuctions are for 
a procurement organization and the value that they achieve 
across a whole range of product and service categories. Various 
eAuctions formats/strategies and their suitability for procure-
ment will be discussed, e.g. multidirectional English auctions, 
reverse Dutch and Japanese auctions, Yankee auctions, etc.

You will learn:

What is a simple eAuction? What is a complex qq
eAuction? 

How Google uses eAuctions and how they have qq
evolved over the last 3 years

How Google has increased their useqq

How do you measure the performance of eAuctions?qq

How to get the maximum out of eAuctions?qq

What are the challenges / issues and lessons learned?qq

Presenter(s):   Google,  David Natoff, Head of Supplier Sourcing Group

Google,  Dr. Bernd Huber, Head of eSourcing Center of 
Excellence

 22 Knowledge Process Services: Analytics 
to Take Your Business Forward

Knowledge Process Outsourcing (KPO) is rapidly gaining 
significant traction given the compelling advantages it brings 
to organizations. Due to increased government regulations, 
the need to better understand the customer’s long term 
needs and, focusing on innovative growth models, 
organizations are leveraging service providers’ domain 
expertise and capability for support and execution of their 
core business processes. Organizations realize the need for a 
business partner who will be an integral part of their growth 
story. This session details how one organization made the 
journey towards enhanced efficiency and increased 
effectiveness of a business process yielding robust execution, 
mitigated risks and fueling growth. Decision-makers looking 
to transform their current practices with a proven and 
scalable approach, should attend this session.

You will learn:

The benefits of a robust knowledge management qq
capability

The value of working with a provider as a business qq
partner

The impact of leveraging a process assessment and qq
transformation framework

How risk and growth are positively impactedqq

Presenter(s): Citi, Savy Sriram, Director, Risk Architecture and Modeling 
Citi Corp Cards 

TCS,  Akhil Maria, Head of the Consumer Banking 
Operations, TCS BPO

 23 How to Control Marketing Spend Without 
Cutting Marketing Effectiveness

Two of the industry’s leading Marketing executives have teamed 
together to share their approaches for controlling expenses, 
intelligent sourcing, and increasing Marketing’s effectiveness. 
More than ever, Marketing must balance the need to be broad 
in scope yet focused in approach, eliminate low value legacy 
activities, and consider outsourcing for needed expertise while 
addressing the need to managing more channels, Social Media, 
and stop the erosion of brand loyalty. By aligning Marketing 
Strategy with Sourcing you can cut your Marketing expenses 
without cutting your company’s effectiveness. Sourcing 
strategists looking for ways to support the professional services 
business units using sourcing related solutions, will benefit from 
this session. 

You will learn:

How to prioritize your Marketing dollars to balance qq
effectiveness with maniacal focus on expense control

How to use analytics to change course when the qq
facts don’t confirm your desired outcomes 
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How to move past tactical and transactional to drive qq
even greater savings with better outcomes

Presenter(s): George Mason University,  Kevin Young, Adjunct Professor 
of Marketing

Firstsource,  Thom Mead, Vice President of Marketing 

 24 Gaining Control:  How Advisory Board 
is Managing Travel Costs and Employee 
Productivity During Turbulent Times

With the economic recovery in full swing, business travel is 
once again on the upswing, with the demand for seats 
returning to pre 2007 recession levels.  At the same time, 
Airlines have yet to replace the capacity they removed from 
inventory when demand was weak, and you don’t need an 
economist to tell you what happens when demand 
outpaces supply.  Throw in rising fuel prices and the 
resulting fuel surcharges they bring (3 alone since the New 
Year) , and add the recent distribution skirmish taking place 
between American Airlines and the Global Distribution 
systems, and it’s no wonder the industry analysts have 
predicted the that travel expense will rise by up to 10% in 
2011.  The only thing certain is that uncertainty will reign, 
and that managing travel expense will be very challenging.

You will learn:     

Understanding the various aspects of travel spend qq

What internal and external factors can impact a qq
company’s travel spend 

Key performance metrics of a managed travel program qq

Key aspects to consider when evaluating the travel qq
program’s impact on employee productivity 

Lessons learned and practical recommendation to qq
help optimize your travel program

Presenter(s): Advisory Board,  Steven Mandelbaum, Managing Director 
Information Services

Rearden Commerce,  Tony D’Astolfo, Senior Vice President, 
Travel Services

 25 Leveraging Spend Analysis to Raise 
Procurement’s Profile with the C-Level

The business case for spend analysis technology is 
irrefutable. Savings identification, more effective sourcing 
efforts, and improved compliance monitoring capabilities 
have resulted in a significant Return on Investment (ROI) for 
many enterprise organizations. This Corporate User has 
realized these benefits and more. Their improved spend 
visibility has resulted not only in double-digit returns, but 
also the ability to harness the knowledge within their spend 
data to heighten their exposure, credibility, and influence at 
the C-Level and throughout the organization. Today, 
procurement is an email or phone call away for not only the 
Chief Procurement Officer (CPO), but also the Chief 
Information Officer (CIO), Chief Financial Officer (CFO), and 
even Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Learn from other 
leaders how they built their sourcing group from the 
ground up through a concerted relationship management 
approach, and the key role played by spend analysis 
technology. 

You will learn:

How Sourcing and Procurement leaders can build qq
credibility with the C-level of their organization

The importance of using Spend Analytics to drive qq
Sourcing Pipeline and savings

How to bring more “Spend under Management” or qq
“Procurement influence”

How to build a sustainable Strategic Sourcing qq
Program

Presenter(s): BB&T, Rohan Ranadive, VP. Enterprise Spend Management

Ariba, Sundar Kamakshisundaram, Sr. Solutions Marketing 
Manager 

Fiserv, Ramsay Chu, Senior Vice President, Strategic 
Sourcing
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 26 Category Lifecycle Management - Value 
Creation Avenue Through Outsourcing

The version 1.0 of Procurement outsourcing focused on 
captives, outsourcing of transactional procurement and 
supplier management processes. In version 2.0, companies 
are taking their service provider up-stream in deep 
embedded areas of supply management, to complement 
enterprise wide strategic processes such as category 
management and strategic sourcing. Category Lifecycle 
management is the next frontier in spend management with 
a category centric approach to sourcing, supplier engage-
ment and buy to pay optimization..

in this session the participants will learn more about:

How to jump-start value realization beyond and qq
after price reduction (typically achieved in first few 
waves of sourcing) through outsourcing – Category 
spend management

Operating model in outsourced category qq
management

How to evaluate what categories / processes to qq
outsource

Governance considerationsqq

Key success factors and KPI’sqq

Experience of global companies in realizing value qq
creation year after year by partnering with service 
providers in category spend management

 Successful examples of companies having qq
outsourced category management

Results achievedqq

Key lessons learnedqq

Presenter(s): Wells Fargo, Marc Pauls, Strategy Consultant

Infosys, Rajiv Gupta, Global Geo Business Manager

 27 Implementing a Flexible Workforce 
Model as Part of a Sourcing Team

Responding to ebbs and flows in demand and special 
projects is a challenge faced by all sourcing organizations. In 
this session you will hear how one firm approached this issue 
and developed a flexible, repeatable solution that eliminated 
ramp-up time from project to project.

You will learn:

The key elements of building a solution to meet qq
peaks in demand

How to ensure the solution is repeatableqq

How to socialize the solution internallyqq

Presenter(s): Morgan Stanley,  John Fafian, Vice President Firmwide 
Sourcing 

AArete,  Kevin Fazendeiro, Managing Director

 28 Bringing Risk, Performance, Compliance, 
and Corporate Responsibility 
Under One Umbrella...SRM

Given Aetna’s increased utilization of suppliers and third 
parties, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) had a mandate for 
the company’s Supply Management group - protect Aetna’s 
brand and ensure that suppliers exemplify the “Aetna 
Way.” NO EXCUSES. As a result, the Supply Management 
group embarked on a major transformation - building a 
Supplier Relationship Management model fully aligned with 
Aetna values and with controls to measure performance, 
monitor compliance, and track corporate responsibility. This 
session demonstrates a mature governance program.

You will learn:

How the Supply Base group aligned itself with the qq
company’s value statement

The Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) qq
framework used to meet the Chief Executive 
Officer’s expectations

How the Supply Base Management Group gained qq
buy in from internal and external stakeholders

The impact that it has had on the Supply qq
Management Group, Suppliers, and the company as 
a whole

Presenter(s): Aetna, John Martino, Director, Supply Management

Hiperos,  Greg Dickinson, CEO

 29 Panel Discussion: Spend Management 
from the Trenches - Legal Services 
and Client Entertainment

Learn from the panelists’ experiences on ways to win in 
these often complex and sensitive spend categories. The 
session will highlight how the panelists gained credibility 
with their business units and visibility into spending 
practices to implement corporate-wide policy and spend 
management changes. Also discussed will be effective 
relationship building techniques, the importance of 
executive sponsorship, and the use of spend analysis to 
gain buy in. Attendees will walk away with a do and 
don’t list in addition to practical ideas that can be applied 
at their respective companies. 

You will learn:

New strategies for managing legal spendqq

Critical components of an event ticket management qq
program

How to gain and keep executive sponsorship and qq
engagement

What worked for us, what didn’tqq
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Panelists: KeyBank, Gina Mee, Managing Director, Corporate 
Procurement, Professional Services

KeyBank, Laura Krusinski, Senior Vice President, Corporate 
Procurement, Marketing & Corporate Services

  Moderator: ONTALA Performance Solutions, Ltd., Linda Tuck Chapman, 
President

 30 Panel Discussion: Lessons 
Learned from Early Adopters of 
Legal Process Outsourcing

Outsourcing has come to the Legal Department and Legal 
Process Outsourcing (LPO) has become one of the fastest 
growing segments in the industry. Although still immature by 
comparison, LPO practitioners stand on the shoulders of those 
who have outsourced Information Technology (IT), Finance & 
Accounting (F&A), Research & Analytics and more, and can 
rapidly apply and adapt what others have learned over the 
years. In this panel discussion Vantage Partners will facilitate a 
dialogue among key stakeholders in LPO -- providers, clients, 
and outside counsel -- about what is different about outsourc-
ing legal processes and activities, and which outsourcing 
practices can be effectively leveraged.

You will learn:

“What is different about Legal?” -- the difference qq
between perceptions and reality 

What it takes to establish effective collaboration qq
between Sourcing and Legal during selection

What it takes to manage the three way relationship qq
among Legal, Provider, and Outside Counsel

Panelists: Mindcrest, Ganesh Natarajan, CEO, 

Accenture, Richard Schoeneck, Director of Electronic 
Discovery  

Baker & McKenzie, Michael Mensik, Partner 

Moderator: Vantage Partners, Danny Ertel, Partner

 31 A Focused Approach to Accelerating Value 
of Procurement: Sourcing Execution

This interactive session will discuss how Sourcing Execution can 
address constraints that limit value in most Procurement 
organizations. Today’s leading Procurement organizations are 
redefining their operating model – separating strategic 
activities from pure execution, and addressing organization 
needs with a combination of internal and external capabilities.   

There are fundamental challenges in converting Procure-
ment into an on-demand, customer-centric organization. 
Under a new operating model that’s focused on Shared 
Service Sourcing Execution, Procurement can become 
easier to work with and increase customer satisfaction. 
This model simplifies engagement with key budget hold-

ers, provides on-demand decision-making support, and 
meets increased demand through streamlined operations – 
all while meeting customers’ needs quickly and effectively. 

You will learn: 

What Sourcing Execution is and how it can help qq
Procurement dramatically increase efficiency and 
effectiveness, and customer satisfaction

How Sourcing Execution can enable an “on-qq
demand” Procurement organization that improves 
both tactical and strategic functions, and increases 
Procurement’s value across the enterprise

Why Sourcing Execution should be explored as a practical qq
alternative to complete procurement outsourcing

What governance models are used to successfully to qq
implement and move sourcing to a shared service 
execution model

Presenter(s): HfS Research,  Esteban Herrera, Chief Operating Officer

Denali Sourcing Services,  Alpar Kamber, Managing Partner

 32 Creating an Enterprise Balanced 
Scorecard for Sourcing: Processes, 
Challenges, and Applications

Enterprise sourcing has often developed organically; after 
a point in time the executive wants to see what is 
happening with the sourcing results. Creating an 
Enterprise Balanced Scorecard for Sourcing can both give 
executives a view as to what is happening in the service 
provider portfolio, but can also become a springboard for 
further sourcing strategy development, risk management, 
and value creation. However, it involves increasing the 
maturity of the various business units and functions that 
directly manage the service provider. This session will 
explore the process and issues around creating this 
powerful management tool.

You will learn:

How the Enterprise Balanced Scorecard for Sourcing qq
is built from the data being provided by the business 
units

The key metrics that leading companies are looking qq
at to determine sourcing success

The steps to help business units and functions to qq
collect, evaluate, and provide better performance 
and cost data

How the results can be deployed into better qq
sourcing solutions and portfolio management

Presenter(s): MassMutual Financial Group,  Srini Krishnamurthy, Vice 
President - Enterprise Sourcing Officer

TPI, Inc.,  Cynthia Hollandsworth Batty, Director, Lead of 
Global Governance Competency
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 33 Roundtable: Direct Material

As national and global markets transform, direct materials 
procurement professionals and executives are faced with the 
challenge of balancing company goals with supply risk and 
cost reduction goals. Join other CPOs and Procurement 
Professionals to discuss:

Current topics and challenges, best practices and qq
insights, strategies and best practices 

Cost Saving, avoidance, and reductionqq

Market intelligence, data availability and analysis qq

Collaborating with other business units, indirect qq
procurement professionals, and other CXOs

Risk understanding and mitigation, contingency qq
strategies and implementation 

Prioritization in sourcing plansqq

Sourcing, Insourcing, Outsourcing, Nearshoringqq

Governance and performance measurementsqq

Contract negotiations and executionqq

And More!qq

    

 34 Procurement Outsourcing: Navigating 
the Risks to Reap the Rewards

While Procurement Outsourcing has been discussed as “the 
next big thing” for years, it is a process that many compa-
nies sidestep because it’s not simple to execute. This is 
because procurement results tie directly into the cost of 
goods sold and the business’s profit-and-loss statements. 
This hesitancy to adopt Procurement Outsourcing is also due 
to the early development stage of the vendor landscape and 
the high variability across the main vendor’s service 
offerings. 

However, procurement outsourcing rewards are worth 
pursuing if businesses follow the right plan, and proven best 
practices will be outlined in this discussion.

You will learn:

What characteristics make your company a good qq
candidate for Procurement Outsourcing

What you must know and analyze before getting qq
started

The careful steps you must take to execute qq
Procurement Outsourcing and the most common 
mistake companies make using the process

What to look for -- and demand -- during the qq
contracting process 

Presenter(s):     A.T. Kearney,  Ricardo Ruiz - Huidobro, Partner

A.T. Kearney, Rodrigo Slelatt, Principal

 35 Roundtable: The Art of Sourcing 
Marketing Services

At Microsoft, Marketing is a key function in the develop-
ment, production and promotion of its products and 
services. With a spend of $4.6bn annually our Global 
Procurement Team makes sure that we leverage best-in-
class strategies and suppliers to get the most bang for our 
buck. Microsoft also has an empowered culture where 
budgets are driven down and the buying of services can 
come from any quarter of the company. This poses the 
challenge of implementing category strategies to a very 
large, diverse and global audience. The strategic sourcing, 
at the engagement level, therefore can become very critical 
in ensuring a consistent approach and controls in how 
suppliers competitively bid their services. In this session we 
will explore three services that are particularly challenging: 
Market research, Search Engine Marketing and Digital 
Design and Development. Additional services will reviewed 
based on active participation by the audience.

Presenter(s): Microsoft, Philip Wood, Director

Microsoft, Brian Weber, Senior Procurement Manager

Denali Sourcing Services, Alpar Kamber, Managing Partner
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Don’t leave home without it! SIG Summit App with all Resource 
Guide information included now available for download to your 
smart phone or device

Each day at 10am and 2pm, you’ll have plenty of time to grab a 
snack, network with delegates and check your email

Missed a session you really wanted to attend? Flash drives are 
loaded with all presentation decks and given to each delegate at 
registration

Need to check in with the office? Free WIFI available to our 
delegates in the Tech Lounge

Running out of juice? We can power up devices of all kinds in 
the Tech Lounge

Given to each delegate at registration, they are a handy helper 
for your paperwork AND computer

Wish you were out in the Florida humidity? We’ve got pashminas 
available for loan at the registration desk to warm you up in the 
cool conference rooms

The rate with which our delegates borrowed reading glasses at 
the last Summit indicates that the average delegate is 40+ years 
old—twice as old as SIG

Apples and energy drinks available in the Tech Lounge; Choco-
late available at registration desk

In case you need some time to re-charge more than just your 
phone, we are offering sunrise yoga Wednesday and Thursday 
mornings at 6am on the lawn.  We provide the mats!

Mentioned in many items above, the Tech Lounge is available for 
you to relax, recharge and reconnect

Amenities
Agenda App

Coffee Breaks 
& Tech Checks

Flash Drives

Internet
Connection

Laptop &
Phone Chargers

Computer
Sleeves

Pashminas

Reading
Glasses

Snacks &
Energy

Yoga

Tech Lounge

Making Your Summit Experience Unparalleled

Amenities Outline.indd   1 2/23/11   3:11:42 PM
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SIG Passwords

Jeff Felix
jfelix@sig.org          
425.891.3635

Stephani McGarry
smcgarry@sig.org            
650.766.9710

Agi Milan
amilan@sig.org     
760.835.2623

Sarah Holliman
sholliman@sig.org
510.508.0774

Celia De Benedetti
cdebenedetti@sig.org
650.704.4739

Kim Parisi
kparisi@sig.org
530.448.1662
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Hotel  Activities

Hotel
The Ritz-Carlton Amelia Island

A change of location is often the special ingredient 
that gives us a new perspective on business issues. 
Discover a fresh look at Global Sourcing Practices while 
exploring The Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island. This hotel’s 
excellent meeting facilities offer a unique experience 

in a place where magnificent live oaks and Southern 
charm meet Florida’s warm ocean waves and white 
sand beaches. Located on a grand stretch of pristine 
coastline, The Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island hotel pro-
vides you with an unforgettable escape. 

Tuesday

Welcome reception at the pool

Wednesday
Yoga on the Lawn at 6:00 am

Enjoy breakfast with your spouse

Attend the keynote session with 
Steve Forbes.

Day Excursion. Depart at 9:00 am 
for a trip to Kingsley Plantation, lunch 
and a visit to the historical downtown 
area. There are sights too see, local 
cuisine to taste and time for shopping. 
Return around 4:00 pm. Sign up for 
this complimentary event at the SIG 
Registration in the Talbot Foyer. Space 
is limited.

Dinner with internationally acclaimed 
artist Brian Olsen

Thursday
Yoga on the Lawn at 6:00 am

Breakfast with your Spouse

Thursday night St. Patrick’s Day 
Party with a Purpose

We wish you a pleasant stay during the SIG Global Sourcing  

Summit and hope you will take time to enjoy Amelia Island’s  

unique blend of rich history and cultural traditions  

that come from being the only American territory  

to have existed under eight different flags.

Spouse Program Highlights:

Spouse Program
At SIG events, there is no additional charge for spouse activities, so bring them along!

SIG's Complimentary Spouse Program 
Sourcing Interests Group wants you to enjoy the SIG Summit too. You are invited 
to join us for the welcome reception. Enjoy breakfast with your spouse and 
feel free to sit in on the keynote presentation by Steve Forbes, Editor of Forbes 
Magazine. Then you are invited to join a special day excursion on Wednesday to 
visit the Kingsley Plantation, Amelia Island Museum and other famous nearby 
sights. We will enjoy lunch at a local seaside restaurant and have time for 
shopping or the beach.  You won’t want to miss the special dinner on Wednesday 
as well as Thursday night’s St. Patrick’s Day Party with a Purpose. This year we are 
offering a morning Yoga class for the first time. If your children are with you, you 
may want to consider the Ritz-Carlton’s Children’s program.

Thanks to the Firstsource sponsorship, 
SIG is offering a complimentary yoga 
class on Wednesday and Thursday morn-
ing at 6:00 am on the Lawn. 

“Kundalini Yoga classes are a dynamic 
blend of postures, pranayam, mantra, 
music and meditation which teach you the 
art of relaxation, self-healing, and eleva-
tion. Balancing body and mind enables 
you to experience the clarity and beauty of 
your soul. No previous experience in yoga 
is required for you to achieve results with 
your very first class.”

Yogi Bhajan- Master of Kundalini Yoga

Through the practice of Kundalini Yoga, 
the Yoga of Awareness, your glandular 
and nervous systems are stimulated, 
your capacity for creative potential is 
heightened, and you gain inner vitality.

Join us for an early morning session, 
and feel refreshed and relaxed all day. 

For all Attendees, a 
complimentary yoga class
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AARETE is an operations strategy 

consulting firm with offices in Chicago, 

New York, and Los Angeles. AArete’s 

foundation lies in superior client 

service, trust and results. AArete 

specializes in Non-Salary Cost Reduction, and aids businesses in improving 

profits rapidly and efficiently via advanced data analytics, their Knowledge 

Management Center™, and their proven methodologies. AArete also offers 

a variety of specialized services including cash acceleration, carbon measure-

ment and management, and industry specific services. AArete is comprised of 

a team of highly credentialed management, finance, accounting, and supply 

chain professionals who bring over 20 years of Fortune 500 expertise to their 

clients. AArete’s cost management focus has created tremendous savings for 

clients when they need it most, in uncertain economic times. Come see what 

AArete can save your business today. www.AArete.com.

ACS is a leading provider of fully 

diversified, end-to-end, business 

process outsourcing (BPO) and 

information technology (IT) solutions to 

commercial and government clients 

worldwide. As a rapidly growing 

FORTUNE 500 company with nearly $6.2 billion in annual revenue, ACS has 

proven success delivering strategic value, business results, and operational 

gains to our clients. From more than 750 global locations, supporting client 

operations in nearly 100 countries, ACS’ more than 74,000 people transform 

our clients’ businesses by helping them unlock new revenue streams, expand 

into new markets, reduce operating expenses, and significantly enhance their 

customers’ experiences. ACS serves blue-chip clients in the following 

industries: communications, education, energy, financial services, govern-

ment, healthcare, insurance, manufacturing, retail, transportation & travel. 

Visit ACS at www.acs-inc.com or contact Rachel Feferman at Rachel.

feferman@acs-inc.com.

ALLEGIS GROUP SERVICES® INC., 
an operating company of Allegis 

Group® Inc., provides human capital 

and workforce management solutions 

to customers in a wide range of 

industries across the globe.  Our offerings include Managed Services (MSP), 

Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO), Executive Search and Consulting 

Services. 

 Whether you’re looking to optimize the use of your contingent workforce 

program, outsource your organization’s recruitment needs or want to analyze 

key market trends to better serve your business needs, Allegis Group Services 

can help.  Through distinct service offerings, we employ industry best prac-

tices and our experience to assist our customers in maximizing the efficiency 

and effectiveness of their workforce programs. 

To find out more, visit us at www.allegisgroupservices.com  or contact 

us at 877-247-4426. Allegis Group Services - Transforming the Way the 

World Acquires Talent.

ALSBRIDGE is an award winning global 

advisory firm, providing unbiased 

advice and assistance on outsourcing, 

shared services and offshoring. 

Alsbridge consultants bring extensive vertical industry expertise and a 

practical knowledge of all areas within information technology and business 

process outsourcing. The firm’s proven methodology incorporates proprietary 

collaborative sessions, bringing together executive teams from both the client 

and the provider in an environment that fosters collaboration. Alsbridge 

supports its recommendations and assistance through significant investments 

in proprietary benchmarking and ongoing research within the industry. For 

more information, visit www.alsbridge.com or call 214-696-6410.

Founded by consulting industry veterans, 

ARCHSTONE CONSULTING  is a leading 

independent Strategy, CFO Advisory and 

Operations management consulting firm, 

specializing in operational transformations. What sets Archstone Consulting 

apart from its competition is its ability to listen and work collaboratively with 

clients, offering unbiased advice, efficient execution and measurable results. 

Key areas include: strategic sourcing, procurement, low-cost country 

sourcing, supply chain improvement and merger integration. Combining 

deep vertical expertise with proven functional skills, Archstone Consulting 

helps clients realize their potential by designing and implementing organiza-

tional improvements with sustainable results – the foundation of our projects. 

Len Prokopets 203-940-8244 lprokopets@archstoneconsulting.com.

ARIBA, INC. is the leading provider of collabora-

tive business commerce solutions. Ariba enables 

more efficient and effective buying, selling, and 

cash management by combining industry-leading 

software as a service (SaaS) commerce technology 

with the world’s largest web-based global trading 

community and expert capabilities and services to augment internal resources 

and skills – all as a flexible, cloud-based service. The Ariba® Commerce 

Cloud™ delivers everything needed to control costs, increase sales, minimize 

risk, and enhance cash flow and operations. More than 300,000 companies, 

including over 80 percent of the Fortune 100, use Ariba’s solutions to drive 

more efficient and effective inter-enterprise commerce. Why not join them? 

For more information on Ariba commerce solutions and the results they 

deliver, visit www.ariba.com. 

Andrea Soltysiak  |  Director |  Ariba, Inc. asoltysiak@ariba.com  |  

www.ariba.com  |  office: 1.616.883.6299  |  mobile: 1.616.307.5898
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A.T. KEARNEY PROCUREMENT & 
ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS provides 

comprehensive strategic services and 

solutions to clients seeking to improve 

procurement and supply chain performance, develop in-depth, analytical 

solutions and understand how emerging collaboration and web 2.0 solutions 

can improve business performance. We help our procurement and supply 

chain clients across a range of solutions from developing tactical cost savings 

projects and delivering comprehensive strategic sourcing programs to 

implementing complete procurement transformation initiatives. Our services 

and solutions are delivered by highly-experienced procurement professionals, 

leveraging solutions that accelerate and streamline the sourcing and supply 

management process, such as spend reduction and category procurement 

solutions, detailed data models and analytics, leading- edge collaborative 

technologies and market-driven templates and insights. A.T. Kearney 

Procurement Solutions augments the strategic sourcing expertise of A.T. 

Kearney, a global strategic management consulting firm known for helping 

clients gain lasting results through a unique combination of strategic insight 

and collaborative working style. Contact us at communications@

atkearneyprocurementsolutions.com or 888-327-3842.

BAKER & MCKENzIE advises 

clients on sourcing transactions and 

issues worldwide, through 67 offices 

in 39 countries covering  every major commercial, financial, and industrial 

center in the world.  Our internationally recognized team of sourcing and 

technology lawyers work with clients and their advisors from the early stages 

of transactions, focusing on transformational technology-enabled transac-

tions involving system acquisitions, information technology and business 

process oursourcing, managaged telecommunications arrangements, custom 

software development and distribution agreements, and professional service 

agreements.  As pioneers in the global practice of law, our attorneys are 

uniquely sensitive to differences in culture, language, and business relation-

ships, as well as the increasingly complex privacy, tax,  and other legal 

compliance issues that affect sourcing globally. To learn more, visit www.

bakermckenzie.com/outsourcing/ or contact Michael Mensik at 

Michael.Mensik@bakermckenzie.com or Peter George at Peter.

George@bakermckenzie.com.

Headquartered in Jacksonville, 

Florida, BEELINE is the 

market leader in Contingent 

Workforce Solutions managing 

over 25,000 active contractors and over $4 billion in contingent and project 

based labor spend. Size, stability and expertise have put Beeline on top in a 

field of growing importance. Beeline’s solutions are focused on reducing 

costs, enforcing policies, and improving the quality of contingent and project 

based labor programs for Fortune 500 and Global 1000 organizations.  

Beeline’s solutions include: Vendor Management Software, Services 

Procurement Software, Managed Services, and SmartView® Analytics and 

Intelligence.  For additional information on Beeline, visit www.beeline.

com.

BOOz & COMPANY’S global sourcing advisory 

services combines strategic thinking and 

functional depth to design sourcing strategies, 

select partners and create relationships that 

generate long-term value. Our balanced approach ensures that the selected 

outcome — be it shared services, outsourcing, or offshoring — is the right 

choice with genuine leadership commitment behind it. We support clients 

through the entire progression of their global sourcing efforts using tools 

which have been stress-tested over hundreds of engagements. From 

evaluation through contract negotiation, governance design and transition, 

we work collaboratively with our clients to deliver bottom-line improvements 

and sustained value. Contact Matt Mani: mahadeva.mani@booz.com, 

(703) 622-6307, or visit Booz & Co: www.booz.com

Established in 1991, COLLABERA is one of the 

fastest growing end-to-end information 

technology services and solutions firms. 

Collabera’s client-centric philosophy, commitment to service excellence and a 

Global Delivery Model enables its industry leading clients to succeed in 

today’s global digital economy. Collabera primarily provides onsite, offsite & 

offshore services. Collabera’s core competencies are in the areas of applica-

tion development and maintenance, emerging technology & eBusiness 

strategy & development services, professional services, enterprise software 

solutions support, data warehousing & business intelligence and quality 

assurance and testing. The privately held company has offices and global 

delivery centers in the U.S., Europe, and India. For more information, 

contact: Ashwin Rao, Sr. Vice President at 973-889-5200 or Ashwin@

collabera.com, or visit www.collabera.com

COMPUCOM SYSTEMS, INC. is a 

leading IT outsourcing company that 

also provides application develop-

ment, procurement and management 

of hardware and software. With more than 20 years of IT experience, 

CompuCom employs more than 11,000 highly skilled associates who have 

earned more than 60,000 industry certifications company-wide. As experts in 

workplace services, CompuCom’s unique Integrated Infrastructure Manage-

ment (IIM) solution reduces costs, increases productivity and helps clients gain 

maximum value from information. For more information, visit www.

CompuCom.com. Contact: Tom Vetterani, Vice President, 215-542-

7003, Thomas.Vetterani@compucom.com
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CORBUS provides flexible 

global collaboration solutions 

around Supply Chain Manage-

ment Services (SCM/SCS), 

Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) and Information Technology (IT) to 

Fortune 1000 companies around the globe. Corbus supports our customers 

in solving their key pain points: Too many suppliers, lack of purchasing 

intelligence, lack of parts standardization, no standard naming or commodity 

codes, lack of spend visibility by supplier, difficulty getting true lowest cost. 

Corbus creates solutions by combining leading processes and technologies 

that deliver business value to clients through year-over-year savings. We work 

as partners with clients to innovate and achieve cost reduction and enhanced 

productivity. Corbus has a global execution model that enables it to be an 

end-to-end solution provider for customer needs. Corbus is located globally 

in North America, Europe, Asia Pacific and the Middle East.

 Visit Corbus at www.corbus.com or contact Tessin Hunt at thunt@

corbus.com

CORPORATE UNITED is a 

member-based organization 

whose mission is to advance the 

collective spend management 

efforts of its member companies; it achieves this by combining access to 

market-leading leveraged agreements and the application of category 

lifecycle management (CLM). Through its CLM process, Corporate United 

handles the ongoing management of the contracts and suppliers across its 

more than 25 pre-negotiated indirect agreements.　

 Corporate United is comprised of more than 175 member companies, span-

ning every industry sector and representing over $50 billion in aggregated 

spend. Founded in 1997, Corporate United is headquartered in Cleveland, 

Ohio. For more information, contact us at 440.895.0938 or visit www.

corporateunited.com.

coupa
smarter spending      simplif ied

COUPA is the leading provider of cloud spend 

management (CSM) solutions that help 

companies control their indirect spending and 

generate savings that go direct to the bottom line. Coupa combines the best 

e-procurement and expense management capabilities in a single solution 

that is easier to use, faster to configure and deploy, and more cost-effective 

than anything available today. With deep domain knowledge in e-procure-

ment and expense management, a best-in-class cloud computing platform, a 

fast-growing community of customers, and industry-first innovations like 

real-time benchmarking, intelligent expense report auditing, and crowd 

sourcing great deals on the Web, Coupa is leading the way in helping compa-

nies spend smarter and save more. For more information please visit, 

http://www.coupa.com or call 650.931.3200.

Whatever your IT training or 

networking needs, 

DATANAMICS delivers.  As a 

Cisco and Microsoft certified training partner we deliver advanced technical 

training, certification courses and custom training via methods such as 

traditional instructor led, virtual instructor led, e-Learning, and remote lab at 

your facility or ours.  In addition, our network services include: telephony/

VoIP, unified communications, network infrastructure, wired/wireless, 

visitor-based networks (VBN), systems integration, network assessments, and 

managed services. And after the networks are installed, our 24/7 U.S. based 

support center staffed with Level 1, 2 and 3 technicians can continue to 

service you or your customer’s needs.  In fact all of Datanamics’ services are 

provided to both end users and at a wholesale level to other integrators, 

consultants, and startups. Contact Chris McCarthy (702) 697-2248, 

CMcCarthy@DatanamicsInc.com. Visit us at www.DatanamicsInc.com.

Since 1996 DENALI GROUP has helped 

supply chain and sourcing professionals at 

Fortune 1000 companies transform their 

organizations’ capabilities, mitigate risk, 

increase efficiencies and drive cost savings. Our complementary blend of 

consulting, market intelligence, talent staffing and on-demand sourcing 

execution services provide integrated solutions for procurement, logistics and 

sourcing professionals. 

Denali Group services include

Denali Consulting – Supply chain transformation, strategic sourcing and  Ð
logistics optimization

Denali Intelligence – Subscription and custom category-specificmarket  Ð
intelligence research and insights for sourcing professionals

Denali Recruiting & Staffing – Supply chain organizationalrecruiting and  Ð
staffing

Denali Sourcing Services – On-demand sourcing execution via ashared  Ð
services model

Denali Group – The Source for Sourcing Professionals 

Contact Denali Group at 530-550-5213 email: info@denaliusa.com or 

visit www.denaliusa.com.

The Technology, Sourcing and Commercial 

practice group of DLA PIPER offers a powerful 

combination of legal counsel who advise clients 

on the development, protection and exploitation 

of technology-related assets and the sourcing of 

strategic assets and services for use in a company’s operations including IT 

sourcing, BPO, energy sourcing, telecommunications sourcing and offshor-

ing. We have offices in 23 major U.S. cities and 30 countries, and valuable 

experience in key markets for outsourcing services such as China, Eastern 
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Europe and India. For more information, please go to http://www.dlapiper.

com, visit our Global Sourcing Portal at http://www.dlapiperoutsourc-

ing.com/ or email Vincent Sanchez, Global Co-chair, Technology, Sourcing 

and Commercial practice group, at vincent.sanchez@dlapiper.com.

EMPTORIS is a world leader in innovative 

supply and contract management software 

solutions and has been consistently ranked 

#1 by independent research firms. Our 

solutions empower enterprises to realize best value and accelerate profitable 

growth and may be deployed on-premise behind corporate firewalls or 

delivered via Software as-a-Service models. They are built on a common 

platform utilizing enterprise-scale technology that delivers security, flexibility, 

compatibility, and integration with other enterprise solutions. Emptoris 

solutions are used by successful Global 2000 companies in every industry. A 

sampling of customers include ADP, American Express, Boeing, ConocoPhil-

lips, GlaxoSmithKline, Heinz, Kraft, Motorola, Owens Corning, Syngenta, 

Toro, UnitedHealthcare and Vodafone. For more information, please 

contact Emptoris at 1-781-993-9212 or visit www.emptoris.com.

EQUATERRA  sourcing advisors help clients 

achieve sustainable value in their IT and business 

processes. Our advisors average more than 20 

years of industry experience and have supported 

over 2000 transformation and outsourcing projects across more than 60 

countries. Supporting clients throughout the Americas , Europe, Middle East, 

Africa and Asia Pacific, we have deep functional knowledge in Finance and 

Accounting, Hr, IT, Procurement and other critical business processes. 

EquaTerra helps clients achieve significant cost savings and process improve-

ment with internal transformation, shared services and outsourcing solutions. 

For more information on EquaTerra, contact Lee Ann Moore at +1 

713.669.9292; leeann.moore@equaterra.com; www.equaterra.com

ExPENSE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS is a 

global leader in the development and imple-

mentation of strategies that reduce the cost and 

increase efficiency of a wide range of corporate 

services from corporate real estate and facilities 

services to corporate food, mail, travel, print and 

copy centers, records management, procurement and other administrative 

functions. Expense Management Solutions’ innovative approach to vendor 

management and strategic relationship management reduces risk, increases 

corporate accountability and ensures that clients’ results meet their 

expectations. A certified Woman’s Business Enterprise (WBE), Expense 

Management Solutions serves clients globally from offices in Boston and 

Chicago. www.expensemanagement.com

FIELDGLASS, INC. provides the leading 

SaaS Vendor Managed System (VMS) platform 

to procure and manage all areas of services 

procurement including contingent workers, 

services such as Statement of Work (SOW) 

projects, independent contractors, and specialized talent pools. The 

highly-configurable product suite provides transparency into the entire 

workforce and helps companies optimize program performance and make 

more strategic labor decisions.

Backed by proven experience and the industry’s largest customer base, 

Fieldglass serves Global 2000 firms in nearly 70 countries. Customers such as 

Johnson & Johnson, Monsanto, salesforce.com and GlaxoSmithKline realize 

greater efficiencies, control spend, improve quality and enforce compliance. 

For more information, visit http://www.fieldglass.com.

FIRSTSOURCE is among India’s Top 10 BPO 

(business process outsourcing) service providers. 

With more than 22,000 employees operating in 

44 centers in the US , UK , Philippines , India and 

Argentina ; Firstsource provides customized BPO solutions to category leading 

companies in several industries including: Banking & Financial Services, 

Telecom & Media and Healthcare. Its clients include: 33 of the Global 2000 

companies, 2 of the Top 10 US telecom companies, 6 of the Top 10 US banks, 

8 FTSE 100 companies, 17 of the Fortune 500, 8 of the Top 10 US credit card 

companies, 5 of the Top 10 Health Care companies, the UK’s largest bank and 

mortgage lender, 2 of the Top 5 mobile companies in the UK, 2 of the Top 5 

ISPs in the UK, the largest Pay TV operator in the UK and more than 2000 

hospitals in the US. To learn more, please visit us at www.firstsource.

com or contact Thom Mead at Thomas.Mead@na.firstsource.com.

GENPACT is a global leader in business 

process and technology management, 

offering a broad portfolio of enterprise 

and industry-specific services. The 

company manages over 3,000 processes 

for more than 400 clients worldwide. Putting process in the forefront, 

Genpact couples its deep process knowledge and insights with focused IT 

capabilities, targeted analytics and pragmatic reengineering to deliver 

comprehensive solutions for clients. Lean and Six Sigma are an integral part 

of Genpact’s culture and Genpact views the management of business 

processes as a science. Genpact has developed Smart Enterprise Processes 

(SEPSM), a groundbreaking, rigorously scientific methodology for managing 

business processes, which focuses on optimizing process effectiveness in 

addition to efficiency to deliver superior business outcomes. Services are 

seamlessly delivered from a global network of centers to meet a client’s 

business objectives, cultural and language needs and cost reduction goals. 

For more information, visit www.genpact.com.



When a company is ranked #1 in 17 out of 19 categories, it is no 
surprise when it is ranked #1 overall as well

Firstsource thanks these companies - many of the world’s leading 
credit card banking companies which selected Firstsource as their 
BPO provider of choice, in a survey by the Black Book of 
Outsourcing.
Our passion for excellence, our renown for flexibility, our 
commitment to Process Excellence, and our inherent 
understanding that the highest award we can earn is the 
respect of our customers for a job well done.

We’ll try harder next time…

USA • UK • PHILIPPINES • INDIA

Contact: 
Thom Mead
Tel: +1 770 769 7795
eMail: Thomas.Mead@na.firstsource.com
www.firstsource.com



Business as usual is no longer good enough to stay competitive.  Today’s procurement 
organizations must deliver value immediately, offset risk and develop game  

changing strategies.  And they must do it all – with less.  Global 1000 enterprises  
trust Emptoris to guide their journey to procurement excellence.   

Shouldn’t you?

The Journey to 
Procurement Excellence

Begin Your Interactive Journey Now 
Visit www.emptoris.com/journey
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GLOBAL ePROCURE is a 

procurement services firm 

dedicated to helping enter-

prises reduce their costs 

through procurement and supply chain transformation.  More than 120 

international clients in twenty different industries rely on GeP for a blend of 

spend analysis, strategic sourcing, category management, as well as 

procurement outsourcing and technology solutions. 

Based in Clark, NJ with offices in six countries, GeP professionals have man-

aged over $50 billion in spend on behalf of its clients.  

The company is especially experienced in uncovering savings opportunities, 

and implementing processes, practices, or technologies that allow the pro-

curement teams to deliver actual, realized savings to the bottom line. 

GeP clients range from Global 2000 to Fortune 500 companies and rely on 

their procurement expertise in various industries including consumer pack-

aged goods, travel and hospitality, pharmaceutical, chemicals, renewable 

energy, utilities, oil and gas, government, industrial manufacturing, and 

insurance.

For more information, go to www.globaleprocure.com.

HIPEROS is setting the course for how 

strategic service providers are managed. 

Our on-demand, relationship portal (r.

Portal) enables organizations to measure the performance and monitor the 

compliance of their key suppliers. The Hiperos r.Portal, which can be up and 

running in just a few days, provides companies with the capability and 

collective knowledge to build efficient and effective relationship manage-

ment programs - programs intended to reduce costs, lower business risks, 

and drive improved company performance.

To deliver these benefits, the Hiperos r.Portal consists of three elements:

1. Application - At the core of our offering is the Hiperos r.Portal application 

with comprehensive functionality to support relationship management best 

practices.

2. Content: Hiperos recognizes that rich functionality without content has 

limited value and results in extended-time to value. 

3. Community: The Hiperos R.Portal provides a web-based collaborative 

environment for all stakeholders in a strategic relationship to work together, 

share ideas, and take advantage of “community.”

Reach us at www.hiperos.com

®

With 80 years of leadership in helping 

businesses innovate, IBM offers a 

range of hardware, software and 

services solutions. Its services business is 

the largest in the industry with more 

than 180,000 professionals in 160 

countries and offerings that include business transformation and industry 

expertise to hosting, infrastructure, technology design and training services. 

Leveraging IBM’s scope and scale, IBM Global Services delivers integrated, 

flexible and resilient processes -- across companies and through business 

partners -- that enable clients to benefit from the on demand business model 

by saving money and transforming their businesses to be more competitive. 

For more information, visit http://www.ibm.com/services or call 

1-800-IBM-4YOU.

ICG COMMERCE, the leading 

provider of comprehensive 

procurement solutions, is driving 

a fundamental change in the way 

today’s businesses achieve agility and fund growth. Leading companies 

access ICG Commerce’s robust and specialized infrastructure which 

integrates people, process, technology and market intelligence to optimize 

spending and accelerate real, sustainable savings.  ICG Commerce is a 

privately held company founded in 1992 and a member of ICG’s (Nasdaq: 

ICGE) network of partner companies. The company has earned recognition 

from Forbes, Fortune, The International Association of Outsourcing 

Professionals (IAOP) and leading industry analysts for its leadership in 

procurement outsourcing. www.icgcommerce.com.

INFOSYS defines, designs and delivers 

technology-enabled business solutions that 

help Global 2000 companies win in a Flat 

World. Infosys also provides a complete 

range of services by leveraging our domain 

and business expertise and strategic 

alliances with leading technology providers. Infosys’ service offerings span 

business and technology consulting, application services, systems integration, 

product engineering, custom software development, maintenance, 

re-engineering, independent testing and validation services, IT infrastructure 

services and business process outsourcing. Infosys has a global footprint with 

over 50 offices and development centers in India , China , Australia , the 

Czech Republic , Poland , the UK , Canada and Japan . Infosys has over 

103,000 employees. For more information contact – Manish Subrama-

nian at (1-408-771-9562) ; email: manish_subramanian@infosys.com 

or visit www.infosys.com

Business as usual is no longer good enough to stay competitive.  Today’s procurement 
organizations must deliver value immediately, offset risk and develop game  

changing strategies.  And they must do it all – with less.  Global 1000 enterprises  
trust Emptoris to guide their journey to procurement excellence.   

Shouldn’t you?

The Journey to 
Procurement Excellence

Begin Your Interactive Journey Now 
Visit www.emptoris.com/journey
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 JONES LANG LASALLE creates 

transformative outsourcing partnerships that 

help you improve the cost, efficiency and 

performance of your real estate portfolio—

whether it’s global, regional or national.  

 Our platform makes the difference:

With 30,000+ professionals and 750 locations linked by a single  Ð
management structure that spans 60 countries, you can expect one 
company, one experience, around the globe.

No other firm has more LEED® professionals who can help you develop  Ð
and meet your sustainability goals.

Because we manage 600+ million square feet of corporate space, we have  Ð
the experience and scale to operate facilities with maximum efficiency, 
safety and employee comfort.

Our teams are backed by an unbeatable infrastructure that includes world- Ð
class training, technology tools and innovation programs that ensure you 
receive predictable and consistent results.

We have the dashboards and analytics to help you identify opportunities, bench-

mark and manage your real estate portfolio. www.joneslanglasalle.com

A survey of client and peer firms concluded 

that law firm KAYE SCHOLER enjoys  a 

“pedigree in a variety of outsourcing 

transactions” and that its highly-ranked outsourcing chair William Tanenbaum, is a 

“leading light” and one of the “Top 25 IT Lawyers in the U.S.”  His clients 

“highlight his IP experience, but commend his ‘command of the whole deal,’” and 

say he is ‘thorough and experienced,” “an effective negotiator,” “good at 

communicating with clients,” “focuses on important issues” and “has the ability 

to put technical legal issues in language our business people can understand.”  

Chambers concluded he “built one of New York City’s most outstanding IT 

transactional practices” and U.S. News and World Reports ranked that practice in 

the First Tier in New York.  Kaye Scholer is a leading green outsourcing firm and 

has expertise in sustainable supply chains, energy efficiency, the convergence of 

mainstream business and cleantech, and arbitration and litigation of outsourcing 

disputes.  Contact: wtanenbaum@kayescholer.com, 212-836-7661.www.

kayescholer.com

KPMG’S network of professionals gives us both 

global breadth and local understanding. We possess 

in-depth knowledge of local markets, regulations, 

and tax law, enabling us to help your organization 

reduce operating costs, improve speed and quality 

of service, and improve its ability to meet the rapidly 

changing landscape of business and technology requirements. We operate in 150 

countries and have 138,000 people working in member firms around the world. 

The independent member firms of the KPMG network are affiliated with KPMG 

International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Each KPMG 

firm is a legally distinct and separate entity and describes itself as such. Contact 

Lisa Lowman at llowman@kpmg.com; www.kpmg.com

LOEB & LOEB’S,Loeb & Loeb LLP is a multi-service 

law firm with more than 300 attorneys in five 

offices in the U.S., including Los Angeles, New 

York, Chicago, Nashville and Washington, DC, as 

well as a representative office in Beijing that services a rapidly growing 

number of Asian clients. The firm focuses on select core industries and 

practice areas, rather than endeavoring to be all things to all clients. We 

represent multi-national, Fortune 100 companies in these core practice areas, 

and serve as primary outside counsel to a multitude of mid-market clients. The 

firm also represents high tech start-ups and high net worth individuals and 

families. Visit www.loeb.com for more information.

MAYER BROWN’S Business & 
Technology Sourcing practice can 
take a sourcing transaction from 

concept to contract anywhere in the world. We understand what drives value 
in a sourcing contract and we are repeatedly recognized as among the best at 
what we do.

Chambers & Partners has ranked us as a top-tier firm for five consecutive 
years and Chambers Global 2008 stated that our lawyers possess the “crucial 
combination of technical knowledge and the commercial ability and know-
how to apply it.”

Every sourcing transaction is unique. Understanding both a client’s business 

as well as industry and supplier issues is critical for effective negotiations. 

Our extensive experience and a market-tested approach brings efficient, 

cost-effective and lasting innovations to our clients’ sourcing processes. We 

effectively structure deals, protect critical customer interests, align incentives 

and help create strong customer and supplier relationships. We are proud to 

have handled some of the largest and most complex global sourcing transac-

tions ever completed. Visit www.mayerbrownrowe.com

MBO ENTERPRISE  
SOLUTIONS makes it easy for 

independent contractors and 

their clients to work together. 

With their proprietary MyBizOf-

fice® system, MBO Partners is the leading alternative to self-incorporation for 

consultants, freelancers, 1099s, and independent contractors. MBO 

Enterprise Solution provides unique engagement models and compliance 

tools to ensure the safe and efficient access to independent consultants. For 

businesses that use contingent labor or contract talent, MBO Enterprise 

Solutions is an Independent Contractor Engagement Specialist (ICES) 

providing independent contractor payrolling, 1099 risk mitigation, alumni 

and retiree programs, and Small Consulting Provider aggregation solutions.

 To learn more about capturing independent contractor spend through your 

enterprise CWM program or as a standalone solution, contact or call: Jay 

Lash, VP of Market Strategies, jlash@mbopartners.com, Direct: 703-793-

6005, Cell: 435-659-1111, www.mbopartners.com
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MINDCREST, a pioneer and 

leader in the offshore legal 

services area, has been helping 

legal departments “do more 

with less” since 2001. 

Mindcrest’s deep domain 

expertise, mature delivery model, client-focused approach, exemplary client 

service and culture make Mindcrest the ideal partner to help leverage the 

onshore/offshore model. They offer a comprehensive portfolio of services, 

including document review and management, contracts management, legal 

analytics, compliance and legal research. Mindcrest has 700+ lawyers and 

offices in Chicago, Mumbai, Pune, New York and Washington DC. 

Recognized as a market leader by The Black Book of Outsourcing, Inter-

national Association of Outsourcing Professionals and Frost and Sullivan, 

Mindcrest is the legal services partner of choice for Fortune 500 corporations 

and top law firms. www.mindcrest.com

MINDTREE LTD. is a global IT Solutions company 

specializing in IT Services, Independent Testing, 

Infrastructure Management and Technical Support 

(IMTS), Knowledge Services and Product Engineering, 

which comprises of R&D Services, Software Product 

Engineering and Wireless Products. MindTree partners 

with its clients to create a transparent, value-based 

relationship. Our people build innovative solutions in 

a wide range of technology domains that enable our 

customers to succeed in their business goals. MindTree was ranked 45th 

among the leaders in The 2009 Global Outsourcing 100 by the International 

Association of Outsourcing Professionals. The Company is publicly listed in 

India. Please visit us at www.mindtree.com.

NISH is a nonprofit agency 

providing management 

consulting, technical assistance 

and business development 

support to a network of more 

than 1,320 nonprofit agencies and to companies and public agencies looking 

to support a Cause Based Contracting effort. These nonprofits are the largest 

source of employment opportunities for people with severe disabilities … the 

largest untapped labor source in the United States. At least 60% of these 

individuals do not have jobs. The NISH network of nonprofit agencies 

currently employs over 100,000 people with severe disabilities in public and 

private sector contracts. For more: www.abilityone.org, or contact Rhett 

Linke at rlinke@nish.org. 

CANON GROUP

OCé BUSINESS SERVICES, A 
CANON COMPANY, is a leading 

international provider of document 

process outsourcing services and 

technology to enterprises, law 

firms and the public sector. We 

manage and improve document processes to significantly reduce costs, 

increase efficiency and mitigate risk. Océ solutions span the document 

lifecycle from creation through disposal, encompassing print, copy and mail 

management, records management, imaging and eDiscovery. Our proprietary 

service delivery methodology applies Six Sigma® to achieve a higher level of 

performance. For more information visit www.ocesolutions.com or 

email us at info@ocesolutions.com. 

ONTALA PERFORMANCE  
SOLUTIONS brings seasoned Advisors to 

accelerate your business and Sourcing 

strategies to achieve extraordinary results. 

Specializing in Strategic Sourcing, Third 

Party Risk Governance, Offshoring, 

Outsourcing and Change Management, 

ONTALA’s Advisors leverage their hands-on experience as corporate Sourcing 

leaders and expert Advisory services. 

 

For example, Managing Director Linda Tuck Chapman brings over 10 years 

experience as a senior corporate and public sector Strategic Sourcing and 

Procurement executive with U.S., Canadian and International responsibility. 

Linda is widely recognized internationally as an expert in the quickly evolving 

fields of Strategic Sourcing, Risk Governance, Outsourcing, Offshoring, 

Negotiations, Change Management, and Procurement process redesign. 

 

Companies tend to focus on expense controls. ONTALA can help you find new 

and unexplored sources of value in third party relationships through negotiated 

savings, innovation, restructuring, performance enhancements and continuous 

improvement. ONTALA Gets Results. www.ontala.com (416) 452-4635.

PA CONSULTING GROUP provides 

consulting and outsourcing advisory. For 

more than 15 years, PA has assisted clients 

with effective sourcing solutions, from strategy through implementation, 

transition, and service management. PA’s experience throughout the outsourc-

ing lifecycle helps clients build and recover relationships with service providers. 

PA focuses on business transformation, with a particular capability for 

complex, global engagements requiring strategic and tactical expertise. For 

more information please contact Edmond Cunningham at edmond.

cunningham@paconsulting.com or visit www.paconsulting.com
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PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS  

provides industry focused assurance, 

tax, and advisory services to build public 

trust and enhance value for its clients and stakeholders. Within this broad 

organizational context, PwC’s Shared Services and Outsourcing practice 

focuses on globalization of business services. Comprised of 1300 seasoned 

professionals in 21 countries and 36 offices worldwide, our global SS&O 

team helps clients anticipate, create and manage the change associated with 

all aspects of the sourcing journey. By leveraging the Firm’s resources, 

industry experience, and functional acumen across the areas of operations, 

finance, technology, organizational structure, human resources, governance 

and risk, we translate shared services and outsourcing strategy into practical 

results. Visit us at: http://www.pwc.com/us/en/outsourcing-shared-

services-centers/index.jhtml

PROTIVITI’S Supply Chain 

professionals work side-by-side with 

our clients to understand and 

address challenges and opportunities 

brought about from today’s complex 

global supply chains combined with increasing customer demands around 

product offerings, quality, and speed of delivery. Addressing these issues 

under current economic conditions and the continuous downward cost 

pressures requires integration of industry best practices and tailored solutions 

to meet organizational goals and requirements. Our supply chain solutions 

are focused on delivering and sustaining value to our clients by increasing 

both internal and external customer satisfaction and shareholder value.

Protiviti assists our clients through the following supply chain service 

offerings:

Working Capital Optimization Ð

Sales & Operations Planning Ð

Inventory & Warehouse Management Ð

Transportation & Logistics Ð

Strategic Sourcing Ð

Contract Management Ð

Procurement Assessments & AP Recovery Ð

Supply Risk Management Ð

For more information, please visit us online at http://www.protiviti.

com/supplychain, or contact Ron Scalzo at ron.scalzo@protiviti.com.

Since 1976, PRTM, has 

created a competitive 

advantage for its clients by 

changing the way companies operate. PRTM management consultants 

work with senior executives to develop and implement innovative 

operational strategies that deliver breakthrough results. The firm is a 

leader in operational strategy, supply chain, product development, and 

customer value management. PRTM has 16 offices worldwide and serves 

major industry and global public sectors. For more information, contact 

rsheinfeld@prtm.com or visit www.prtm.com.

REARDEN COMMERCE, a next 

generation Commerce platform 

company, offers applications, 

services and content to drive 

value-added transactions across 

all forms of non-payroll spend.  Rearden solutions are distributed globally by 

over 60 strategic partners.

The Rearden Commerce vision is to fundamentally change the way business-

es, consumers and merchants buy and sell goods and services. Procurement 

organizations can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their entire 

source-to-pay process with enterprise-class spend management capabilities 

that include sourcing, contract management, procurement, invoicing and 

spend analytics.  To learn more, please visit: http://reardencommerce.com/

solutions/spend_management/procurement.php.

Empowerment is in Rearden’s DNA.  We want to empower business, 

empower consumers and empower the talent and drive within each of us.  

Rearden Commerce truly celebrates the power of the individual to make 

things happen - to make anything happen.

SAP is the world’s leading provider of 

procurement software. Today, more than 

3,500 customers across the globe run 

SAP® procurement portfolio applications, 

including spend analysis, sourcing, 

contract management, operational 

procurement, and invoice management solutions. Powered by the SAP 

NetWeaver® technology platform to drive innovation and enable business 

change, the SAP procurement portfolio of applications helps enterprises of 

all sizes around the world enhance partner collaboration and create 

efficiencies across their supply chains and business operations. The SAP 

procurement portfolio of applications supports the unique business 

processes of more than 25 industries, including high tech, retail, financial 

services, healthcare and the public sector. With subsidiaries in more than 50 

countries, the company is listed on several exchanges, including the 

Frankfurt stock exchange and NYSE under the symbol “SAP.” Additional 

information is available at www.sap.com or by emailing Emily 

Rakowski, Emily.rakowski@sap.com
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40
dollars saved on every

Purchase Order processed
with cloud spend management

10
% of spend saved with

cloud spend management

quarter of a

how much best-in-class
organizations saved with
cloud spend management

in 2011

cloud spend management BY THE NUMBERS

How much will you save?

1.650.931.3201Learn more about Coupa www.coupa.com



contingent workforce solutions

Contract labor acquisition 
and management don’t have 
to set your heart racing and 
your blood pumping.  

Next time, get help from the world leader 
in Contingent Workforce Solutions. 
Size, stability and expertise have put Beeline 

on top in a field of growing importance to 

companies that rely on contingent and  

project-based labor.

Our solutions are focused on reducing 

costs, enforcing policies, and improving the 

quality of contingent and project-based labor 

programs for Fortune 500 and Global 1000 

organizations.

To learn more, call today: 866.352.5463 

www.beeline.com • info@beeline.com. 

Save your thrill-seeking
for weekends.
Get better results with less risk from Beeline CWS.

Vendor Management Software

Services Procurement Software

Managed Services

SmartView® Analytics and Intelligence
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THE SMART CUBE is a global 

research firm that was named as 

the #1 Knowledge Process 

Outsourcing Firm globally, based on customer satisfaction, in The Black Book 

of Outsourcing’s prestigious 2011 Survey Rankings.  We specialize in providing 

customized corporate, procurement and supply chain research and analytics to 

global corporations, management consulting firms and specialist procurement 

service providers. Our research capabilities cover the entire sourcing spectrum 

as well as critical business areas including category insight, supplier risk 

analytics, should cost modeling and forecasting. Through our global delivery 

model, The Smart Cube is able to deliver high value, insightful research and 

analytics at a fraction of the cost of local equivalents. In addition, The Smart 

Cube’s research breadth extends to all critical markets globally - from North/

South America and Western Europe to Low Cost Countries, including China, 

India and Eastern Europe.  Additionally, The Smart Cube was named in Supply 

& Demand Chain Executive magazine’s 2011 Annual Pros to Know in the 

Supply Chain Industry as well as an SDCE Top 100 Vendor. The firm has offices 

in New York, Chicago, Detroit, London, Zurich, Timisoara and New Delhi. 

Contact information: The Smart Cube, 150 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 800, Chi-

cago, IL 60601, T: +1-312-291-4468, F: +1-312-268-5021, Contact:  Omer 

Abdullah, email: omer.abdullah@thesmartcube.com . For more informa-

tion, visit http://www.thesmartcube.com.

SNR DENTON is a client-focused 

international legal practice 

delivering quality and value.  

We serve clients in key business and financial centers from 48 locations in 32 

countries, through offices, associate firms and special alliances across the US, UK, 

Europe, the Middle East, Russia and the CIS, South-East Asia, and Africa, making 

us a top 25 legal services provider by lawyers and professionals worldwide.  

Joining the complementary top tier practices of its founding firms—Sonnen-

schein Nath & Rosenthal LLP and Denton Wilde Sapte LLP—SNR Denton offers 

business, government and institutional clients premier service and a disciplined 

focus to meet evolving needs in eight key industry sectors: Energy, Transport 

and Infrastructure; Financial Institutions and Funds; Government; Health and 

Life Sciences; Insurance; Manufacturing; Real Estate, Retail and Hotels; and 

Technology, Media and Telecommunications. www.snrdenton.com

Founded in 1982, SOFTTEK is a global provider 

of process-driven IT services with close to 6,000 

associates across 30 offices in North America, 

Latin America, Europe and Asia. With nine Global 

Delivery Centers in Mexico, China, Brazil, 

Argentina and Spain, Softtek helps improve time-to-business-solution, lower 

costs of existing applications, deliver better engineered and tested applica-

tions, and produce predictable outcomes for top-tier corporations in over 20 

countries.  Through on-site, on-shore and its trademarked Global Near-

shore™ service delivery models, Softtek teams with CIOs to constantly 

increase the business value of IT. Softtek is the creator and a leader of the 

nearshore industry. For more information, visit www.softtek.com.

TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES is an IT services, 

business solutions and outsourcing organization that 

delivers real results to global businesses, ensuring a 

level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a 

consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled services delivered 

through its unique Global Network Delivery Model™ (GNDM™), recognized 

as the benchmark of excellence in software development.

A part of the Tata group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has over 

186,500 of the world’s best-trained IT consultants in 42 countries. The com-

pany generated consolidated revenues of US $6.3 billion for fiscal year ended 

March 31, 2010 and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay 

Stock Exchange in India. For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com.

TPI is a unit of Information Services Group, Inc. 

(ISG) (NASDAQ:III, IIIIU, IIIIW), is the founder and 

innovator of the sourcing advisory industry, and 

the largest sourcing data and advisory firm in the 

world. We are expert at a broad range of business 

support functions and related research method-

ologies. Utilizing deep functional domain expertise and extensive practical 

experience, TPI’s accomplished industry experts collaborate with organizations 

to help them advance their business operations through the best combination 

of business process improvement, shared services, outsourcing and offshoring. 

In addition, TPI Momentum, a business unit of TPI, provides information and 

insights to outsourcing and offshoring service providers to help them provide 

enhanced services to their sourcing clients. For additional information, visit 

www.tpi.net or contact Bill Huber at bill.huber@tpi.net

VANTAGE PARTNERS 

leads the field of relationship 

management, building on 

more than 20 years of research and consulting experience with the world’s 

leading companies. A spin-off of the Harvard Negotiation Project, Vantage 

Partners helps buyers and providers enter into, manage, and (when necessary) 

remediate working relationships. Vantage works with clients on specific 

transactions as well as on enhancing their institutional capabilities, to make 

effective negotiation and relationship management a repeatable process.

For more information, please visit www.vantagepartners.com.
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Contract labor acquisition 
and management don’t have 
to set your heart racing and 
your blood pumping.  
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Whether you’re buying, selling, or managing cash, your company can do it better 
in the Ariba® Commerce Cloud.

And with keynote presentations and more than 40 interactive breakout sessions 
delivered by industry thought leaders from many of the world’s leading companies, 
Ariba LIVE is where you can learn how to plug in and begin to deliver results.

Trust us, you won’t want to miss visionary keynote presentations from industry 
leaders such as:

 • Bob Woodward, the Pultizer Prize winning investigative reporter who blew 
  the lid off the Watergate scandal

 • Michael Knipper from The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.

 • Robert Calvert from Hewlett-Packard

 • Chip Graham from EBSCO

Take advantage of this unique opportunity to network with peers while learning 
how to optimize your performance April 10-12, 2011 in exciting Music City, 
USA. Register today at www.aribalive.com and use the promotional code 
LIVESIG2011 to save $200 off registration. 

807 11th Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Toll-free (USA): 1 866 772 7422
Outside USA: +1 650 390 1000
www.ariba.com

Where Business
Commerce Happens

April 10-12
Nashville, Tenn.
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